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52.VOL. II. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1874. NOt
(She City of Gotland,
Wt* touted in the F»ll of limi. hHne peter led ae
the mutt* rou* of a tNtwerful Immikrratloii, from
the Nethorlaudp, under the leaderpTilp of Hcv.
A. C. Van IIaalte. D. 1)., and other*. Tne motive*
Kov.'rnlnK thin pelcrllon at that lime, have been
am|>ly Ju -tilled by the fact* a* they are thU day
^treitentvd to the world; not by the growth of our
Ulty alt»ne, hut hy the Pteady and Irreplptalile de*
velopment of thi* entire t 'olonv. of which Hoi.-
i.and C’tTT U the •• Ltoiunerctal C$*lre.
Thu variou* attraction* offered for Ink* and
Hirer Xariqatlnn, hVhMtt. Manufacturing, f towi-
mn*, Agriadturr, IknticvUwrr Ac., were keenly
tHircelvuu by this people; and althouuh but partly
developed, nave already rewarded the IndtWtry and
frugality of the early plonm^r*. All thl* wa* fol-
lowed up hy the privilege- eonuected with Com-
mon NoKool, Academic and College Kdocathu .
IIollano City waa Incorporated In IW7; con-
tain* a population of about SJNJU Inhahitaut*; i*
Pltnated on the beautiful shore* of Black Lake, nix
mile* from Lak* Michigan; ha* three Kail Road*,
and a jjood harbor. It I* hacked by a very lino ag-
ricultural district, North, Ka*t and South, varying
in extent from ten to fifteen mile*, and of which
IIou.and Citv Ip the Xahiral Market.
The place wa* almost entirely destroyed by the
memorable tire* of 1871 ; and It* ru-i>utlding I*
marked by that same tenacity, Improved by Ameri-
can expcrlenc#, which ha* characterlted It* drst
history.
The Hollaed City Sttce, I* the only English pa-
per published In thl* City and surrounding*, and
I* circulated among a population of 18,000 inhab-
itant*. As such It I* a most excellent medium to
advertise, to which fact we respectfully call the
attention of the business men of thl* and sur-
rounding placet; our rate* are fair, and will not be
deviated from.
A more detailed statement of the business of
thl* place, a* represented by it* leading men, will\ he found in tho following Directory.




If ANTIR8, A. M., Agent for Grover and Ba-
IV ker's Hewing Machines; Eighth street.
Attontyt.
OWAK1), M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Klvcr street.
VfO BRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law undKoilci-
iVl. tor in Chancery; offlee with M. D. How-
ahu, cor. Eighth and River streets.
lakirlu.
niNNEKANT, J., Proprietor of the Pioneer
1) Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
I JESSINK, Me*. L., Proprietress of City Bakery;
I Confectionary and cigar*; Refreshments In
this line <erved no call; Mth street.
Bulla; ul Xr.liBgc
RxBufirturirt. Ito.
I V KAI.D, R. K., Manufacturer of Pumps, and
II Agricultural Implement*; commlHHion agent
fur Mowing Machines ; cor. KHhAHIver street.
flAUKLH. VAN PITTKN A ( U., Proprl. lor*
I of Flagger MUD: t Steam Haw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
C'COTT, W. J.. Planing, Malcblng, Scroll saw*
Cl ingand Moulding; lllvcr street.
IfEKBEKK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of theV Phoenix Planing Mill. All Kind* of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids price*.
yKEB C.VKL, Proprii'tor of Upland Hmi-ry;
Ij tenth street, opposite Tannery of Oappou A
B«*rtsch.
Rut Rxrktti. __
If I.KVh, P„ First Wald Meat Market; best of
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth Street.
|f CITE, J„ Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8lh street.
I/-AN DKKHAAR. H., Dealer In Kresh. Halt,
v and Hmokod Meats <tud Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Rirckuti ui Bultn.
I) EUTSt’H. D. General dealer in Dry
I) Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and Market streets.
fkOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Taylor, and Dealer
I J In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Good*.
IVUrRHKMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,U Groceries. Crockery, Glassware, Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street,
IfLIBTSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
l1 nmdy market for country produce; a choice
stock always on baud; cor. Eighth aud Market St.
IfANTKKN. R., Dealer in Stave*. Wood and
KV Bark ; office at his re*idcnre, Eighth street.
rpE ROLLER, D„ Retail Dealer in Dry Good*.
X Grocerie*. etc.; Notar) Public and convey-
ancer; offlpe and store, cor. 9th aud Market street.
TpE ROLLER. G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snuff, Pipe*, etc.; Eighth st.
rpK VAARWKRK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
X a choice *tock of groceries always on band.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street
\r.\N PUTTRN A DE VRIES, General Reull
V Dealers, in Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery,
Hats aud Caps, Flaur, Provisions, etc.; River St.
VITERKMAN. H. I)., Dealer in Dry Goods, Gro-
f V cerlet, Crockery, Flour A Provisions. Now
Htore, Eighth Street.
\17EKKMAN A HONS, General Dealers in Dry
TV Goods, Groceries, Hat* and Cans, etc.;
Grain. Flour and Feed made a speciality; Hirer St.
Votary Publico.
|f BN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Draft* bought aud sold; cor. Eightn and
River streets.
Booki ul Btatloaory.
fVlNNKKANT, Mt*». A. M., Dealer Id Books A
13 Stationary; Confectionary, Toy*, etc.; River
Street
fALOETINOH. A.. Book-Binder, and dealer in
\J Books and Stationery ; River street.
If ANTKRS. L. T.,A CO., Dealers in Books,
IV Stationery, Toy*, Notions and Candies; op-
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
looti a&i Skoii.
nLFERDINK A WB8TERUOF, General deal-
VJ er* iu Boots aud Shoe* ; repairing neatly done ;
River street.
TTBROLD, E.. Manufacturer of aud dealer iu
IX Boota and Shoes, Leather, Finding*, etc.;
Eighth street.
OPRIIT8MA, L. A HON, Detleri in and Manu-
O facturersof all klndi of Boots and Shw*; 4th
8t.
Srup ul hidicloii.
TV)BSBURG. J. 0., Dealer iu Drugs and Medi-U cine*, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefully put up; Eighth Ht.
ITAN PUTTKN, W*., Dealer In Drugs, Medl-V clnes, PalnU, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Biro's Family Medicines; River 8t.
TTTALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a fullW stock of goods appertaining to the business.
See advertisement.
Ponitun.
If BYBR H., A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur-
IYX uiturc, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toy*, Coffin*,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
UEID8BMA J. M., A 80N. General Dealer* in
Xi Furniture A Coffins; Eighth Street See ad-
vertisement.
TfENNEMA, A., Dealer in Furniture. Wall Pa-
V per, Carpets, Oil Cloth*, Curtains, Ac. Wag-
onshop in rear of Store; Eighth Street.
T\OE8BURG, II., NoUry Public and Conveyan-U cer; offlee at residence, Ninth street.
|)0ST, HENRY D., Real EiUte and loaurance
I Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col*
lections mtde In Holland and vlclnitj.
yAN SCHELVEN, 0.. NoUry Public. Justice
Y of the Peace and Conveyancer; Office, Hol-
land City Xeict.
IITALSH, 11., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
YY Insurance and Real EsUte Office; City
Drug Store, 8th Street.
PilAtcn.
TTOEK, J. C., House, Sign and Carriage Painter;
IX Shop, over Ounst A Baert’s Wagonshop.
River Street.
•yyBYMAR A KRI’IDENIER, House A Carriage
Store, First Word, Eighth Street. ^
Pkyiidui.
A NNIS. T. E., Physician ; residence, opposite
aV 8. W. cor. Public Square.
f EDEBOER, B., Physician; residence on
Ij Ninth street.
F EDEBOER, F. 8., Physician and Surgeon;
Ij Offlee and home, at the residence of B. Li-
dehokh, M. D., 9th street.
|)OWKRS. T. D., Homeopathic Physician and
I Surgeo a : office on M. D. Uowaud's lot, cor-
ner of 8th aud Hiverst.; residence on 10th *t.
O CHOITEN, R. A., Surgeon, Physician Obstelri-
O dun, Regular graduated and Licensed. Of-
fice at residence, corner 9th and Fish Street.
Pukliikirt.
IFENJAMINHE. W«., Publisher of De Hoi-
IJ laiulcr: all kind* of printing done neatly,
and at low figures; Eighth street.
ORST, C., I*uhllsher of De Wachter, Organ of
the True Ref. Dutch Church.
rvK VRIES, U., Dealer In llarue**, Satchels,
1/ Trunks, Saddles, Whip*, Rohes, etc.;
Eighth street.
From Holland to Laporti.
To (he Editor qf Ike Holland CVy New:
A few cveningn since we took the ten
o’clock Uuia on the C. & M. L. 8. R R,
for Michigan City. After showing our
pupera to the polite conductor aud tuitU-
f) Ing'him lluit wo hud fully paid for riding
in hiu “ wagon,” we settled down comfort-
ably to enjoy the swinging gallop over the
rail, keeping an eye out for what could be
seen along the road.
Hangor furnace, with its great piles of
ore, and its sleepless fires, was the first
noteworthy object wo saw, and then we
dropped into a doze, ending in a sort of a
nightmare dream, of the - Iron Compls
furnaces, with a high picket fence on all
sides, and no fires in its chimneys, a long
train of wood and coal cars wandering
around nqd seeking entrance, while a large
guard of sulmtantial burghers, turned
them hack at every point with the warn-
ing cry, 14 no right of way here!”
The brakemau’s cry, ‘‘8an Jozef— ”
wakened me from this ridiculous vision,
and after eltanging engines, away we sped,
past sand hills, peach orchards and wood
piles, to New Buffalo, where our train was
left on the Michigan Central track, and
we were soon attached to the train of a
powerful engine, whose nervous throb-
bing, and strong, sharp, pull, gave a feel-
ing of being in the control of an irresist-
ible force. Michigan City was soon
reached, and we found our way to the
Jewell House.
After breakfast, wc took the 1. 1*. & C.
R R for Laporte, twelve miles away.
Our train was au easy going concern, with
an old fashioned locomotive and southern
built cars, quite in contrast with the Bos-
ton style and tbe strong nervous move-
ments of Michigan Central roads.
A summit ridge, nearly one hundred
feet high, lies between Michigan City aud
Laporte, and just before pissing it, we
stopped and wooded up at a pile by the
roadside in M. L. 8. style. This way of
stoking always reminds me of the farmer's
wife going out to pick up chi|« every
time she wishes to light a fire and boil her
teakettle.
Just before reaching Laporte, we pass to
the westward and north, of Clear, Stone,
and Pine Lakes, a cluster of lakelets, alto-
gether covering a surface of a thousand
acres more or less. At accessible points
for side tracks from the railroads, Uiere
are large blocks of ice houses, on ail these
lakes. All are constructed on the general
plan of buildings extending from the lake
to the railroad, in some cases over 200 feet
long, about 25 feet wide, and 40 feet high
with long slides from the top of the build-
ing in the rear into the lake, to draw up
the ice by horse power like logs into a
saw mill. It is run by shoots into place
inside, and loaded in cars in tbe same
manner. This Ice is forwarded by rail at
the rate of 70 to 80 car loads a da>, to tho
Southern and Western markets, some of it
going as far as Cincinnati, and one Ice
company sends its entire crop to Chicago.
As we passed on to Laporte, we thought
of a certain lake, which might be made
accessible by rail to all points, East, West,
and South, were it not that all the land
lying around it is considered too valuable
to be used for railroad side-tracks, and it
is therefore forever cut off from a business
which might bring an annual income of
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and fur-
nish employment for hundreds of laborers
every winter gathering tho icc crop.
Our train, like a cross-eyed man, look-
ing one way and going another, started
away to the north-east of the city, and
then backed down on a Y track, half a
mile or more to the station of the L. 8. &
M. 8., which seerntt to be used in common
by both roads.
Our business having received proper at-
tention we found that we had two hours
time, to look over the town.
Laporte is finely situated, on elevated
ground in the midst of a beautiful farming
country; long settled, and well improved.
It is laid out in square blocks with broad
streets, fringed with fine shade trees.
Among them we saw some pines so
stately, that were it not that they stood in
regular rows, we should have taken them
for original forest trees, left to grow when
the town site was cleared. The court-
house occupies a square in tbe centre of
tbe town, and is an old-fashioned brick
building, looking neat, and well kept, -but
having no pretensions to architectural
beauty. It is very much such a style of
building as a thrifty board of supervisors
from the rural districts would erect. We
did not feel as much interest in the retail
shops of the town as in some other things,
and only grfve them a passing glance,
noticing that every branch of trade seemed
well represented, and that the streets were
filled with farmers’ teams, loaded with
wood and produce.
On Inquiry, we found that Laporte was
until within a few years, a sleepy, oasy-
going little town, doing a fair retail trade,
and depending upon the sessions of court
to periodically call In a few strangers and
break the dull monotony of Its quiet lift
Some meddling busy Iswlics entered this
quiet and contented paradise, and boldly
taking old “ Let well enough alone” hy
the throat, drove him oqt of town, and set
the people at work to organize stock com-
panies, and build factories. There was, to
be sure, quite a risk about It, as they
would call in a great many strange folks,
and there might be some had ones among
them. But they did not slop to consider
that, and now, as the result of these out-
rageous radical doings, they have in active
operation, the following Joint sDs'k com-
panies: Laporte Chair Co., capital, $100,-
000, employs 75 to 100 men; Wheftl Co.,
capital, $28,000; Car Co., capital, $60,000,
employs 40 to 50 men ; Oas Co., capital,
$30,000; Herald Co., capital, $20,000. Be-
sides these incorporated companies their
are, one Bedstead Factory, employing 80
hands, four foundries ( and machine
shops, two of them large establishments,
earli employing 40 to 50 men, two woolen
factories, each employing 40 hands, two
pinning mills, two flouring mills, three ag-
ricultural implement shops, one tannery,
and another large one to be built this
spring. All are driven by steam, as there
is no water power. These establishments
have increased the population of the city
to 9,000.
And how about the moral influences?
It is true there are a good many catholics
in Laporte as is shown by the fact that
they have two churches, two schoals, one
academy and one convent, and there seems
to be not even a pinch of Dutch Reformed
or Congregational salt in the town, to save
its savor, neither of these denominations
being represented among the churches.
The Jews bave a synagogue, the Friends
have a meeting house, and there are three
Lutheran churchtrs. In all, there are fif-
teen houses of worship.
The saloon Interest is not nearly as well
represented as In some other places we
know of. Live towns, which offer plenty
of profitable employment to every one
who is disposed to work, are not as favor-
able locations for developing the retail
whiskey trade, as places where the laboring
classes are necessarily idle for the want of
something to do; and such institutions,
like tho weeds in a neglected garden,
thrive upon the decay and death of honest
industry.
And Laporte has some other institutions
which must have quite an unfavorable in-
fluence upon the prosperity of the liquor
shops and billiard saloons. The Laporte
Reading Room and Natural History As-
sociation, was organized in 1863, and in-
stead of dying out, in regular course, the
second year, has accumulated a valuable
library of 8,500 volumes, which are placed
in charge of a lady librarian, Mrs. M. 8.
Willard. Noting this fact, we lake it for
granted that the question of woman's
rights has been duly considered at La-
porte.
This gathering of libraries seems to be
quite popular, and the Laporte Odd
Fellows have also a fine collection of about
1,000 volumes.
H. D. P.
The annual report of the Commission-
ers of Emigration states that the entire
number ot passengers from foreign ports
who arrived at New York in 1873 was 816,-
950, of whom 206,818 were aliens, and 50,-
138 were citizens or persons who had be-
fore lauded here. The number of those
who landed at Castle Garden, and thus
came under the immediate care of this
Board, was 208,288. Of these, 252,982
were alieris, 1,859 were born in tho United
States, 11,247 had previously landed at
other ports in the United States, 101,214
were from Germany, 08,612 from Ireland,
33,189 from England, 8,392 from Scotland,
8,090 from Sweden, 0,417 from Norway,
0,102 from France, 4, 287 from Holland,
3,759 from Denmark, and 10 from Africa.
An immense mass-meeting was held in
Baltimore, last week, to give expression to
tbe views of the people of Maryland on
the Centennial Exposition. A preamble
and resolutions were adopted recommend-
ipg that the State and City authorities pro-
vide for suitable representation at the cele
bration, and requesting the Maryland
Congressional delegation to use their best
endeavors to secure similar action by the
Federal Government.
Tbs Number Smn.
This number Is frequently used in tbe
Bible. On the TUi day God en'ded His
work. Tbe Tib month Noah's ark touched
the ground and In 7 days a dove was sent
out.
Abraham pleaded 7 times for Sodom.
Jacob served 7 years for Rachel, mourned
7 days for Joseph, and was pursued a 7
day’s Journey by Laban.
A plenty of 7 years and a famine of 7
years were- foretold Iu Pharaoh’s dream,
by 7 fat and 7 lean beasts, and 7 oars of full
and 7 ears of blasted corn
On the 7th day of tho 7th month the
children of Israel fasted 7 days, and re-
nittiued 7 days In tents. Every 7 years
the land rested; every 7th year all bond-
men were free, and the law was read to
the people.
In the destruction of Jericho, 7 priests
bore 7 trumpets 7 days, on the 7th day
they surrounded the walls 7 times, and at
the end of the 7th round Ihd walls fell.
Solomon was 7 years building tbe tem-
ple, and feasted 7 days at Its dedication.
In the tabernacle were 7 lamps, and the
golden candlestick had seven branches.
Naaman washed 7 time* in tho Jordan.
Job’s friends sat with him 7 days and 7
nights, and offered 7 bullocks aud 7 rams
as an atonement.
In Revelations wo read of 7 churches,
7 candlesticks, 7 stare, 7 trumpets, 7 *
plagues, 7 thunders, 7 veils, 7 angels, and
a 7-hcaded monster.
Di hinu the reheating of tho furnaces of
an iron establishment in England, saya ,
the llrituh Journal of Science, the mea
worked when the thermometer, placed so
as not to be influenced by the radiation of
heat from the doors, marked 120 degrees.
In the Bessemer plus, the men continue a
kind of labor requiring great muscular
effort, at 140 degrees. In some of Ike op-
erations of glass-making, the ordinary
summer working temperature is consider,
ably over 100, and the radiant heat to '
which the workmen are subjected far ex-
ceeds 212 degrees. In a Turkish bath, the
shampooers continue four or five hours st
a time In a moist atmosphere at tempera-
tures ranging from 105 to UO degrees. In
enamel works, men labor daily in a heat
of over 800 degrees. On tbe Red Sea
steamere, the temperature of the stoke hole
is 145 degrees. And yet in none of these
cases does any special form or type of dis-
ease develop Itself.
Tue recent loss of three large passenger
steamships has led somebody to propose
an effectual means of guarding against
such fatal accidents. Each large passen-
ger ship should carry a small but power-
ful steam launch. In foggy weather this
launch should be sent ahead a few hun-
dred yards, being connected to the passen-
ger ship by a flexible telegraph cable pro-
vided with an electric battery, so that sig-
nals might he constantly transmuted from
the one to the other. The launch should
also carry an electric or other strong light,
and be provided with a powerful steam
whistle. On meeting with ice or with
vessels, or unexpectedly approaching tho
coast, it would be comparatively easy to
stop the launch and give warning in time
to save tbe passenger ship flrom barm.
^0»
Thk Senate Military Committee has
agreed to report a bill, to be hereafter
framed, for the equalization of bounties.
It will be on tbe basis of the bill intro-
duced by Senator Caldwell last year, which
proposed to give a uniform bounty of eight
and one-third dollars per month to each
and every officer and private who served
at any time either in tbe regular or volun-
teer service between April 15, 1861, and
April 15 1867; bounty payments already
made to be dedneted; and tbe benefits of
tbe above provision to be extended also to
tbe widows or other heirs of deceased
soldiers.
The sixth annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Branch of tho Evangelical Alliance
was held at New York, Jan. 26. William
E. Dodge was elected President. In the
revision of the constitution the name of
the Alliance < was titered from that of
American to that of the MEvangellcal Al-
liance of the United States of America.”
Mrsfl Nellie Grant’s engagement with a
young Englishman, Mr. Sartons, is one of
the leading topics of society chat in Wash-
ington; It is intimated that the marriage
will come off in the spring, and at the
same time 0)1. Fred. Grant will marry
Miss Kaly Cooke, the eldest daughter of
the ex-Governor of the District of Colum-bia. _
” What is pride, my son?” “ Walking
with a cane, when you ain’t lame,” father*
Sxrdvin.
TTAVERKATK, G. J. A SON, l»t Ward Hard-
XI ware Store; *o\) cheaper than any other;
8th street.
FT- BOON, G. J.. Retail Dealer in all the branches
IV of Hardware. A full Block at way a on hand;
8th atroet.
ITAN DEB VEEN, K., Dealer in General Hard-
Y ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
\7AN LANDEGEND A MELIS, Dealer* in
< Y Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth atreet.
SoUU.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zaiajun, Proprietor
2Y Fint-clasa accommodation. Free Bnaa to and
frern the Train*. 'Eighth Street.
r'tlTY HOTEL. E. Ksllooo A Son, Proprietor*.
\J Built in 187S; Furniahod inelegant atyle, and
• flrat-claaa hotel throughout.
FJHOENIX HOTEL. J. Rtdsb, Proprietor;L oppoaite the C. A ,M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and fnrnitnrc new. 3
Llrtry ud Sill ttitln.
DENDKR, G. H. A Co., Livery and Sale Stable;
Xj new barn ; oppoeite City Hotel ; Market atreetj
IJOONE, H.t Livery -and Sale Stable; Market
D street.
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery aud Sale Stable;
ix good accommodation for horaca; 9th atreet,
near Market.
"piotor5«~
I ADDER GEORGE, Photograph* and Gemi
Li in all the variona atyte* ana alxea; Gallery
on Eighth Street.
17AUPEL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Y Harnesa, Trunk*, Saddle* and Will pa;
Eigkth atreet.
Wsfosjukin aid BUckimithi.
IMJEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
r Horse Shoeing and all kind* of repairing
done, fash paid for Far*.
WitehM aid Jiviiry.
A LB KUS, J., Jeweler and Watchmaker. The
1\ oldest eatabllihraent In the city; Eighth
Street.
TOSLIN A B REYMAN. Watchmaker** Jewel-
* j ora. and dealer* In Fancy Good* ; cor. Eighth
and Market street*.
F¥7YNNB,C. B., Watchmaker at J. Albers;
YY Eighth street; all work neatly done and
warranted.
There is a prospect that Russia will
have to come to America for breadstuff*.—
•The harvests having failed in that Empire,
nine-tenths of Hie population of some of
the districts are represented to be entirely
destitute. . There is a famine in Bengal,
and England had hoped to supply her
starving millions there with grain received
from the fertile districts of Southern Rus-
sia. This being impossible, there is a
prospect of a large demand upon this coun-
try, which we arc, happily, able to meet.
This must be good news to our farmers,
and on the strength of it they should at








A liquor raid bj the Bute OoneUbulary wae
made the other day on the Boston hotels, and
the largest haul of liquors ever known since
the enactment of the statute was effected ....
The house of Isaac Wharff, at Guilford. Me.,
was destroyed by lire on the 4th inst. Wharff,
his wife and son were burned to death.
Thi firm of Thomas Perkins A Co., of New
York, has been bankrupted by Us dishonest
clerks, who haye for along time been speculat-
ing with the fnnds of the eeUblishment and
lost heavily. They have made a full confes-
sion.... Booth, the tragedian, has Joined the
grand army of bankrupts. His liabilities are
put down at 1200.000.
Tu Massachusetts Legislature has tabled,
by a large vote, the resolutions relating to the
centennial celebration .... Three prominent
Boston hotel-keepers were arrested and taken
before a polios court the other day, for viola-
tion of the liquor law. One of them plead
guilty aud escaped with a |50 fine. The other
two plead not guilty, and were sentenced
each to three months' imprisonment at bard
labor and a line of $7S. They have appealed,
aud will carry the case through the courts.
A RiLL'appropriating 1100,000 for the cen-
Unnlal celebration has passed the New Jersey
Senate.
The Weet.
A serious accident occurred last week on
the Wisconsin division of the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad. A train was thrown
from the track by a broken rail, near Wood-
stock, HI., and all the cars burned. Fortunate-
ly there was no loss of life, but a number of
persons were more er less injured.... The
nominated unanimously the entire State ticket
of the last election, with Gov. Ingersoll at its
head. . . .H. K. Bruce (colored) and H. R.
Peace have been chosen United States Sena-
tors from Mississippi— the former for the long
and the latter for the short term.
The Orange.
Thi National Granoiof Patrons of Hus-
bandry began its session at St. Louis on the
4th inst. The Secretary reported that 8,000
subordinate granges had been formed during
the year. The Treasurer reported 180,000 to
be on hand. In the report of the Executive
Committee, co-operation is warmly indorsed,
and the members of the order declared to
have saved 18,000.000 last year by eo-opem-
tive stores, agencies, and grain-elevators.
Anything like waging war on the riilroads of
the country is discountenanced, as their in-
terests are one with those of the farmers.
Grand Master Adams, in his address, charac-
terised the Boston Grange as a dangerous
and revolutionary element in the order, being
oomposed entirely of the class known as mid-
dlemen. The Grange sits with closed doors,
and consequently much that transpires is not
known to the outside public.
General.
A hew resolution of the transportation
problem is offered in the shape of a project
for the construction of a canal from St. Louis
to Terre Haute, a distance of 160 miles, there
to connect with the Wabash and Erie Canal,
affording a direct water route between the
great producing West and Eastern and Euro-
pean markets.
Ax extensive cave, abounding in articles
and hieroglyphics of great antiquity, has been
disoovered near Ottawa, Canada. . . .The Coun-
cil of the Choctaw Nation has entered its
protest against a Territorial Government for
the Indian Territory.
CONGRESS.
WsuxxsDiY, Feb. 4.-&nafe.— Sherman
called up his bill to secure equalisation of national
bank circulation, and explained its provisions....
The Bankruptcy bill wee considered, the
IhiuIIdk amendment being that of Oglee-
by’s, to strike out the words “or who
has stopped or suspended and {not resumed
l a ment of his commercial paper within a period of
forty days," so that persons of that class should not
be considered bankrupts. After discussion the
amendment was lost— 34 to IS. Hherman moved
an amendment limiting the operations of the 89th
section of the original law as amended, and reported
by the committee, to persons owing over $3,000. . . .
Thurman opj>oeed the amendment of his ooile.Kiir,
and gave notice that at the proper time be would
offer an amendment to the original law, so as to
provide for the proving of accounts before a Jus-




Bouse.— The resolution of the Election Commit-
tee that Asa Hodges was entitled, prims fade, to a
seat as Representative of the First Congressional
District of Arkansas was adopted, and Hodges took
a modified oath as a member. ..The remainder of
the day was devoted to the consideration -of the
Arm v Appropriation bill. The debate was enlivened
by a lively personal colloquy between Holman sad
G. F. Hoar, in which the Western member is cred-
ited with having come out very much ahead.
ip y, or United Commissioner,
Pending the discussion the Ben-
The National Crop /frportor of the 9th inst.
publishes eetimatee of the percentage of the
last crop of barley and rye in the hands of pro-
ducers Jan. 15, in the States of Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas. Ohio, and Wisconsin. The percent-
age of barley on hand at the date named in
the five Mates, which produced in 1873 some
cent.
. . meant
shipments and home consumption, is
highest in Kansas and lowest in Wisconsin,
being respectively 76 and 96 per cent. The
percentage of rye on hand averages 26 6-10
per cent., which, with a total production last
ffif Si >r
isbed in the flames v . . A negro who was ar-
rested for murdering and robbing a woman in
UkiTfroTSi VifZfrcvtt I ^  oem- wmon’ • tot41 Production last
She? day^d summarily h^Tb^mob y6M °\ tb°Ut V00'?00 b!18hel0’ L0^168 “
heaviest in Kansas— 80 per cent.— and lightest
in Wisconsin— 70 per cent.
Foreign.
England can carry the broom in regard to
riotous elections. There is nothing in the po-
litical history of America that will compare
with the violence which has prevailed in con-
nection with the Parliamentary elections in
that country. The dispatches from day to day
have been filled with accounts of riotous de-
monstrations, fighting, window-smashing, etc.
In several instances the aid of the milita^ was
invoked to quell the disturbances. The re-
turns from the elections show large Conserva-
tive gains. Up to the 6th inst. 108 Liberals
and 141 Conservatives had been returned.
Tbe balance of parties in 208 other places re-
mains unchanged. The Conservatives gain
thirty seats, previously held bv the Liberals,
and the Liberals have ousted nine Conserva-
tives. The Conservative journals are jubilant
over the result ..... A doubtful rumor comes
from Berlin that Germany and France are on
the eve of another war.
Previous to being strung up he confessed his
crime.
The ice crop in Indiana will prove a total
failure this winter. . . .The women of Southern
Ohio continue their crusade against the
whisky saloons, and are meeting with encour-
aging success.
Elijah Smith, Richard Worthington and
Jesse Thatcher were recently killed near
9 Chariton, Mo., by the explosion of a boiler in
a saw-mill.
Rev.'' Florence McCarthy, a Baptist
preacher of the sensational school, and pastor
of one of the leading churches of Chicago,
having been locked out of his church by the
Trustees for indecorous language in the pul-
pit, is creating something of a sensation by
The womans whisky war in Ohio spreads
like wildfire, and is about breaking out in
Toledo, Columbus, and Wheeling. At Har-
mony, Clark county, the last saloon in the
place ' has been closed. The crusade has
leached Cambridge, Ind., and the women,
armed with prayer and hymn-books, are in-
vading the saloons. Not a single drop of
spirits is left in tbe town of Hocking, Logan
county, Ohio. At Blanches ter, Clinton coun-
ty, the saloons have been prayed out. At
Pomeroy, the ladies, to the number of eighty,
make daily visits to the sixty saloons, but are
not meeting with very great success. At
Syracuse they are also on the war-path. At
Ripley, nearly every saloon-keeper capitulated
after a week's siege. At first it was the
A Paris dispatch says: “The French
Bishops announce their intention to resist any
attempt to muzzle them, aiyl Pius IX. has
counselled them to “ fight the good fight of
faith” even unto martyrdom. As a corollary
to all this the Paris Bourse has been falling
frightfully for the past three days, spreading
consternation in financial circles.’ ....The
Ashantee war is ended, and the British lion is
triumphant. The King of the Ashantees has
delivered all the white prisoners to Sir Garnet
Wolseley, accepts the latter's terms for the
cessation of hostilities, and agrees to pay the•noi • woe* b sioge. At nm it n  pre- 1 cGMewm oiuoBiinues, ana
arranged plan that all saloons in that place Britishers an indemnity of £200, 000 .’...A
should shut the ladies out. The weather was I Madrid dispatch announces a desperate battle
between the Republicans and (Jarlists near
Lerida, in which the latter were defeated with
heavy loss. . . .Emperor William concluded his
stormy and cold, and, as the ladies sung and
prayed in the cold, public sentiment over-
whelmingly vetoed the cowardly course of the
ealoon-keepers, and they were glad to apolo-
gue and open their doors. Yan Pelt, the New
Viemm saloon-keeper, whose conversion re- _ _________________
quired so many days of constant watching and preserve the peace. . . .
praying, has joined hands with the crusaders, is increasing. It is t
and is delivering telling lectures to his former I natives are already sev
companions in iniouity.... Ad vices from the
W out report that evidence is daily accumulat-
ing that the Indians, being ill-treated on the
reservations, contemplate an uprising in the
spring, and are even now swarming the
prainee prepared for war.
The South.
Branch K. Bkuce, colored Senator-elect
speech, on the opening of the German Parlia-
ment, the other day, with the assurance
that all the nations of Europe are resolved to
The famine in Bengal
estimated that 160.000
y verely distressed. . . .The
excitement over tbe English elections has
culminated in several bloody fights. At Wit-
tenham there was a desperate conflict, in
which several persons were killed. At Wind-
sor and Handy there were also btoody rows,
resulting in the death of three or four. At
Askeaton, in Limerick, three were killed and
a number wounded. Rioting has been generalfro* w„ for ,mnJ ywa .
Htcsraboat porter. . . .Joseph W. Davis and W. stake, Lington and Burelems the rioters seized
H. McCotter were hung in Maryland on the I th®, baUot-boxss, which were recaptured by the
6th of February— the former at Westmoreland,
the latter at Cambridge.... The Trustees of
the Cincinnati Southern railway have assigned
the contract for making the road bed ready
for the rail, exclusive of two river bridges and
iron trestles for eighty miles between South
Danville, Ky., and the Tennessee State line
to eighteen out of the 164 bidders. The cost
will be $1,500,000.
Washington.
Gen. Harnet, who was one of the most
noted Indian fighters of his day, was before
the House Military Committee the other day,
and told them that the way to put an end to
the Indian troubles is to treat them fairly. In
his experience he recalled only two instances
in which the savages had violated their treaty
obligations, and these h e considered excusa-
ble. Instead of making war on the Indians,
he would direct hostilities against Indian
Agents and the whisky-dealers.
It has been decided by the House Military
Committee, in defiance of the recommenda-
tions of all the army officers, to permanently
reduce the army.... Some excitement was
cauuecl in Washington, the other day, by the
irrest of a drunken, half crazy man named
James G. Sypber, while attempting to ride
into the Executive mansion on horseback.
his pereo?”51164, * Iotd6d pl8to1 foand on
. A proposition is on foot to ask Congress to
declare the 12th of February-Abraham Lin-
coln’s birthday— a legal holiday.
Caleb Cushing has received his instructions
as Minister to Madrid, and will leave for his
post of duty at an early dAy. . . .The House Corn-
police after severe fighting.
A London dispatch of . the 7th says : “ So
far 484 members of Parliament have been re-
turned, of whom 255 are Conservative, 229
Liberal. The Conservatives replace 71 Liber-
als, aud the latter have ousted 27 Conserva-
tives. Baron Rothschild is defeated in the
city, standing at the bottom of the poll. It is
now rendered certain that Disraeli has secured
a fair working majority in Parliament. The
defeat of the Gladstone party is attributed to
Bruce’s unpopular licensing act ; the division
of the Liberal partv on side issues— such as
the Education act, female suffrage, the Per-
missive bill, etc." Sir Charles Dilke and the
Marquis of Lome have been re-elected... .
Sickles has left Madrid for home..,. Another
railway disaster is reported from England.
Two trains on the Great Western road col-
lided, killing aud injuring many people. . . . A
London dispatch announces the death of
Baron Meyer Rothschild.
The news from Cuba is important. Cap-
tain-General Jovellar, who has lately been in-
vested with extraordinary powers by the Mad-
rid Government, has issued a proclamation
placing the whole island in a state of siege,
and ordering the mobilization for active
service of four volunteers out of every
ten, this mobilization to begin im-
mediately, and continue six months. All per-
sons between the ages of 20 and 45 not volun-
teers on the 1st of February are to be enrolled
in the militia. Voluntary enlistment is to be
for one year, and any volunteer who may en-
list for one year will be exempt from all fu-
ture drafts. Every drafted volunteer will re-
ceive $100 bounty. The proclamation em-
braces other stringent orders, which the
Thursday, Feb. 6.— Semxto.— The Joint reso-
lution providing for the appointment of a committee
to investigate the affairs of the District of Columbia
was adopted, and Frelloghnysan, BoutweU and
Thurmin were appointed the committee,... Car-
penter Introduced a bill, of which he had given pre-
vious notice, to restore tbe rights of the State of
Louisiana. It declares there is no Governor or
other Htate officers in Louisiana, and provides for
holding an election to fill those offices on the 4th of
May, Ike President to appoint some person, or des-
ignate some army officer not below the rank of
Major-General, to superintend said election, he to
appoint two citlxens of Louisiana, of opposite po-
litical parties, to be Btate Registrars. The bill was
ordered printed .... The bill to facilitate the execu-
tion of aud to protect certain public worka at the
mouth of the Mississippi river, was passed .... Sher-
man's amendment to the Bankruptcy bill, limiting
the operations of the 39th section to persons owing
$3,000 aud over, was lost. . . . Frellnghuysgn, at his
own request, was excused from serving on the com-
mittee to investigate the affairs of the District of
Columbia, and Co oiling was substituted. He, too,
declined the honor.
House.— Dunnell’s bill modifying the law of last
year for the encouragement of timber culture was
passed. The bill amends the existing law so that
the entire forty acres need not be planted the first
year, but gradually, or ten acres each year. . . .The
House consumed a considerable portion of the day
in considering the Army Appropriation bill. . . .The
bill to Incorporate the Colorado Canal, Irrigation
aud Land Company was defeated.
Friday, Feb. 6.— Senate. — Hitchcock intro-
duced a bill providing that all lands granted to rail-
road companies shall be subjected to Btate and
county taxation .... The bill amendatory of an act to
provide for the removal of Flathead and other In-
dians in Montana Territory was passsed.... The bill
relating to bounties was taken up and passed....
It provides that all who enlisted in the army under
the proclamation of May 3, and previous to August,
1861, be paid a bounty of $100. ...The Benatede-
vnted a large portion of the day to the consideration
of the Bankruptcy bills. A number of amend-
ments were offered, some of which were adopted and
others rejected.... Morrill (Me.) was appointed by
the Chair a member of the committee to investigate
the affairs of the District of Columbia, but declined
the honor.
ifeiiee.— This being private bill day, the whole
eeaaion was devoted to the^ introduction and consid-
eration of bills of a private and local character.
Saturday, Feb. 7.— Not in session.
House.— The session of the House was for debate
only, and a number of speeches were delivered. No
business was transacted.
Monday, Feb. 9— .(Senate.— Boutwell intro-
duced a bill amendatory of the National Currency
act. Tbe bill contains two sections, one prohibiting
national banks from paying or receiving interest on
deposits, and the other requiring national banks
to keep 76 per cent, of their reserve at home....
Ramsey presented a petition for the im-
provement of the Red River of the North....
Wright presented a Joint resolution of the legisla-
ture of Iowa praying for the passage of the
House bill in relation to the Dee Moines river land
grant .... The Bankruptcy act occupied the attention
of the Senate during the afternoon Thurman's
amendment abolishing the office of Register in Bank
ruptey was rejected. Other amendments were of-
fered, pending which the Benate adjourned.
Houss.— Bills introduced : By Sawyer, to issue
92 per* cent, of the circulation to national
banks, instead of 90 per cent.; by Dawes,
fixing the rate of letter postage at two cents ;b
White, for the oenstruction of the Atlantic am
Great Western canal by the indorsement of bonds,
and issue of currency notes to an amount not ex-
ceeding $7,000,000; by Stone, for the construction of
the 8L Philip canal ; by Smith (N. C.), repealing the
internal revenue tax on whisky and tobacco....
Dawes Introduced s concurrent resolution fora
tine die adjournment on May 16. ... A motion to table
the resolution was lost, and it was referred to the
Ways and Means Committee.... A resolution was
then adopted declnring it is the sense of tbe House
that there shall be no adjournment until action is
taken upon the currency and transportation ques-
tions and tbe measures of governmental economy
and reform which have been introduced.... On mo-
tion of Smith (Ohio) the rules were suspended and a
resolution adopted (120 to 64) declaring it within
Opening of Winter in St Petersburg.
The oo ruing on of winter in St. Pe-
tersburg is so different from the way
nature does it in America that I am in-
clined to tell you about it The Neva
generally closes from the 20th of No-
vember to the 1st of December. This
year it was earlier— on the 10th of No-
vember. From the 1st of November
Education Among European Nations.
Ac Italian journal contains some in-
teresting reports as to the educational
condition of different European coun-
tries.
In Saxony education is compulsory :
all inhabitants of the kingdom can read
and write, and every child attends
school
there were few fair days— in fact no day In Switzerland all can read and write,
when the sun shone all day. It was
cloudy, sour weather, with much rain,
but no frost, even at night, tiU the lat
of November, when a cold snap came
on, since which time there has oeen no
day when the muroury was above freez-
ing point. The rays of the sun are so
oblique as to have little or no effect upon
the atmosphere, making the days and
9 and sets before 8. The twilight is of
course very long.
The cold steadily increased for per
haps ten days, when a little snow began
to fall, and almost every day since a lit-
tle has fallen, till now perhaps there is
C inches. There has been little or no
wind, thounh one day it blew some, and
about 2 inches of snow fell, which is
called here quite a storm. I learn there
are never any snow-storms in this part
of Russia during which more than 2 to
6 inches of snow falls. But the acqui
sition of snow is constant. It does not
appear to come from the clouds, but the
water held in solution in the atmosphere
which is very damp, it being so near the
sea, and country perfectly Cat, congeals
and chrystalizes, and thus falls slowly
but constantly half an inch, or perhaps
less, per day. No one carries an um-
brella, os it does not snow fast enough
to get wet in, and nobody minds it, but
they walk, ride, or skate all the time,
Hundreds of men work constantly sweep-
ing the sidewalks, crosswalks, and
streets. It is not in sufficient quantity
to shovel, but is swept into heaps and
carried off, leaving only enough to insure
good sleighing.
The mercury has been down to 10
degrees below zero, Fahrenheit, though
it is warmer now. We may expect it,
however, down to 30 and 40, and possi-
bly 50, for days. At such times great
wood fires are built on an open grate,
open on all sides, I mean, but under a
circular iron cover with a hole in the
top, in front of all the theatres and the
palace. Around these big blazing fires
gather the coachman and servants dur-
ing the performances at the theatre,
opera, or baUs, as they never go home
after leaving their passengers, but wait
in the street. As tney must often wait
during the greater part of the night,
these fires are absolutely indispensable.
and have a good primary education.
Education is obligatory, and greater ef-
forts, in proportion to its means, are
made to impart primary instruction
than in any other European nation.
In all the smaller states of North
Germany education is compulsory, and
all the children attemd school.
In Denmark the same is true. All
can
The
ool until the age
of fourteen.
In Prussia almost all the children at-
tend school regularly, except in some of
the Eastern districts. An officer who
had charge of the military education of
the Landwehr, in twelve years had only
met with three young soldiers who could
neither read nor write. An inquiry
having been instituted, it was found
that those three were the children of
sailors, who had been bom on the river,
and had never settled in any place. In-
struction is obligatory.
In Sweeden the proportion of inhabi-
tants who can neither read nor write, is
one in a thousand. Instroction is obli-
gatory.
In Baden every child receives instruo-
tipn ; and in Wurtemburg there is not a
peasant, or a girl of the lowest class, or
a servaut in an inn, who can not read,
write and account correctly; every child
goes to school, instruction being obli-
gatory.
In Holland Jpublic assistance is token
away from every indigent family that
neglects to send its child to school. It
is estimated that the number of illiter-
ate is three per cent.
In Norway, almost all the Norwegians
can read, write and account passably
well Inst motion obligatory.
In Bavaria, among one hundred con-
scripts, but seven whose education was
incomplete, or entirely wanting, were
found. Instracation also obligatory.
France, with its twenty-three illiterate
conscripts in a hundred, occupies the
twelfth class. It is followed by Bel-
gium, Itally, Austria, Greece, Spain,
Portugal, Moldo-Wallachia, Russia
and Turkey, in the order named.
In Itally, however, the conditions
vary much, according to the province.
mittee on Pensions has agreed to report a bill Bpudwd® think will have the effect of ending
placing survivors of Indiaa ware and the war I klie w%r before the summer is over.. . .Two
with Mexico on the same fdotimr. with r*.satne footing, with re-
spect to pensions, as soldiers of the war of
lol2.
A Washington dispatch says : “ The House
Committee on the Judiciary have decided to
report back favorably the Civil Rights bill
upon the first call of the committee. It is not
now expected that the words ‘schools and
colleges' will be stricken out."
Political.
• The Democrats of Connecticut have re-
women lately fought a duel in Sinaloa, Mexi-
co, one, of them being killed and the other
wounded.
A company has been organized in London to
lay a new cable from Great Britain to Halifax,
via the Azores, by which messages will be
conveyed at a shilling a word. . . .David Fred-
rich Strauss, the eminent German theologian,
is dead ..... An attempt was recently made at
Yeddo, Japan, to assassinate Iwakura, the
head of the Japanese delegation that visited
America last summer.
the constitutional powsr of Congress to regulate
commerce by railroads among tbe several States.
Tuesday, Fsb. 10.— Senate.— Gordon intro-
duced a bill to remove tbe political diaablllUes of
Raphael Semmes, of Alabama. ... A resolution was
adopted requesting the Secretary of tbe Treasury to
inform the Senate what time will be required, after
tbe resumption of specie payment, to enable the
minta of the United States to manufacture enough
silver coin to replace the fractional currency,... A
favorable report was made by tbe Foreign Relations
Committee upon the bill requesting tbe President
to extend, in the name of the United States, a cor-
dial invitation to foreign Governments to take part
in the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia....
Gordon introduced a sill granting to the Atlantic
and Great Western Canal Company currency notes
to the extent of $80,000 per mile for each section of
10 miles of canal that shall be conatructad. ...Jonas
introduced a bill authorizing the coinage of tweuty-
cent silver pieces. . . . Allison was appointed a member
of the Committee to inveatigste affaire of the District
of Colombia. Tbe committee consists of Boatwell,
Thurman and Allison. . ..The Bankruptcy bill cams
up, and the Benate agreed to the motion of Sena-
tor Edmunds, that to make arrangements for set-
tlements between crediton and a debtor valid they




i/ouw.— The bill authorizing persons to write
their names and the contents of all packages upon
the outside of any printed matter of tbe third class
was passed. The bill also permit* the writing of a
form of presentation on tbe Inside of books, and
declares that no additional charge shall be
collected for matter heretofore sent be rea-
son of additional writing thereon..,. Butler
rose t* a personal explanation In regard to a publi-
cation in tbe newspapers, and said that as to them
he could only say : “ You he, villain 1 you lie I”. . . .
The bill preacribing a new oath for Postmasters was
passed.... Tbe Postofflce Committee reported ad-
versely on the bill to provide for the public adver-
tisement of mail lettings in newspapers published
in the Congressional District whera the routes are
located having tbe largeat circulation in the district.
.... Borne time was spent in considering the Army
b  of creditors, representing ene-half tbe
unt of debts. The bill was then passed by a
0^43 to 11.
Here is another of those delightful
________________ ^  .,.riitr.. facta of science : “ Feeling is a much
What the poor horses do I am not aware, j B^ower *cnse than sight If a man had
for I have not yet seen a horse blanket, an arm ^ 0I1K enough to reach the sun,
but have seen the horses driven up I . yer® touch that body with the
smoking hot and stand four or five hours ^ ger, he would never finduncovered. out whether it was hot or cold, as he
Winter here means business, and one wou^ tie dead before the sensation
must prepare for it and once prepared, amv.ed ftt headquarters, which would
there is apparently no trouble with the I re(luire one hundred years.”
cold. Rooms all have double windows, . i
both sashes fitted in close and tight, vt JSSXJ8,
very thick walls are well stocked with beeves i0hK‘
big perdean stoves, which are great I HooB-DTeaacd WeBtern’.'.'.’.''.’ '.o a men gs— Drone stern . . . .  7 00 % 7 50
heaters. Except for lack of ventilation, Cotton ........................ ib (a ..
they are entirely comfortable, but every- F^ra-Saperfine Wwtern ..... 5 70 @ 6 25
body lives in flats, as in Paris and other {to- 2 Chicago ......... 1 57 @ 1 58
13
7 60
continental cities.— Currcqwndejice of
the Hartford Post.
Rough on Phelim.
The hero of the following narrative,
says the Danbury News, must have had
his curiosity satisfied Phelim O’Cal-
d laghan, a well-to-do, jolly tempered Hi-
* bernian, who “ never spoils a joke for
relations’ sake,” tells the following on
himself:
During a recent visit to the metropo-
lis, Phelim observed while strolling up
one of the principal streets, a fierce-
looking (liqneous) Modoc in front of a
tobacco shop, which suggested, natur-
ally, a smoke, Phelim walked in.
A bright-eyed Caucasian woman was
in attendance, of whom snob a satisfac-
tory purchase was made, that Phelim
asked the price by the box, when the
young woman called to her husband,
who was in an adjoining room, for the
desired information. Much to the con-
sternation of Phelim, in walked (in re-
sponse to the inquiry) a thick-lipped,
white-ivoried, wooly-patted, unadulter-
ated son of Guinea, who examined the
quality of the cigar, named the price,
and retired.
“ Is that your husband,” whispered
Phelim, with protruding eyeballs, after
the apparition of .the “ Lord and Mas-
ter” had withdrawn.
Upon the woman replying affirmative- 1 Lard . .TITT! . ....!!!! . . . . . . ! . . . ^
ly, he continued : “ What in the divil Hoob .......................... 4 7& @
did such a pretty white young gal as ye ^ ~
marry a nagur for?”
“ Oh, said the better-half, I have a
sister who did a great deal worse than
that 1”
“Wus nor that!” echoed Phelim,
dumbfounded, "By the blue blazes if
I know how that could be !”
" Well, said the woman, archly, "she
married an Irishman.”
lows Spring .......... 154(®156
Rye— Western and State ....... 1 05 @ 1 10
Corn— New Mixed W’et’n afloat 80 (5) 83
Old do ................ @ gg
Oats— Mixed Weetern ......... 61 (5> 62
„ White ................. 62 @ 63
Pore— New Mess .............. 16 121(5)16 25
Lard— Steam .................. gLai 9?
Cheese ........................ 11 (5) 16L
Butter— Weetern ............. 25 ft) 85
CHICAGO.
BEEVES-Choice Graded Steers. 6 00 (5) 6 25
Choice Natives ........ 5 62}(0 5 75
Good to Prime Steers. 5 30 ft) 5 50
Cows and Heifers ..... 2 50 (5) 8 25
Medium to Fair ....... 8 75 <® 4 75
Inferior to Common.. 2 00 @ 2 75
Stock Steers .......... 3 00 @ 4 00
Hoos-Live .................... 5 80 @ 5 65
Dressed. ...... 6 40 @ 6 50
FLOUR-Choice White Winter. . 8 50 ft) 9 50
Red Winter ........... 6 75 ft) 7 00
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ......... 1 23 ft) 1 24
No. 2 Spring ......... 1 22 ft) 1 22*
No. 3 Spring ......... 1 151ft) 1 16
Corn— No. 2 ................... 57 ft) 571
Oats— No. 2 ................... 42 ft) 42j
Rye— Ne. 2 .................... 82 ft) 83
Barley— No. 2 ................. 170(5)180
Butter— Good to Choice ....... 33 ft) 88
Eoos— Fresh ................... 17 ft) 181-
PoRK-Mess ................... 14 30 @14 45
Lard .......................... 9 @ 91
ST. LOUIS.
Flour ......................... 5 00 @ 8 50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .......... l 221® 1 23
No. 8 Red ............. 1 44 @
Corn— No. 2 ....... * .......... 61 ft)
Oats— No. 2 ................... 47 ft)
Rye— No. 2 .................... 85 ® 87 '
Barley— No. 2 ................. 1 75 ft) 1 85
Pork— Moss ................... 15 25 @15 50
I
Nilsson bought a lot in Peoria, and
on the villa site a villainous tenpin alley
has been opened.
Muslins, cambrics, or any stamped
cotton goods look much better if washed
in thin starch-water.
A young student wants ns to tell him
if W-o-r-c-e-s-t-e-r spells Wooster, why
R-o-o-h-e-s-t-e-r dont spell Rooster.
The Oldest Woman Living.
Des Moines, Iowa, is the home of the
oldest woman living (if she isn’t tl)6
oldest, she certainly ought to be). Her
name is Coleman. She is of the colored
persuasion, and was born " down in Ole
Virginny,” A. D. 1757— making her at
present one hundred and fifteen years
of age. She is able to walk around the
house and perform light chores ; her
sight is good, aud her memory apparently
unimpaired by age. She has been a
resident of Des Moines for the past
thirteen years, living with grandsons,
Carters by name, and barbers by pro-
fession. _ _
A Slip of the Pen.—" You are marked
down for a place in onr next ministry,”
wrote a French statesman the other day
to a political colleague, " as your well-
known rapacity (capacity) demands re-
cognition.”
 5 75
Cattle ........................ 4 50 @ 5 75
CINCINNATI.
Flour ......................... 7 00 @ 7 75
Wheat ........................ 1 45 ft) 1 50
Corn .......................... 61 @ 68
Oats .......................... 46 @ 54
Rye ........................... 97 @ 99
Barley ....................... 1 65 @ 1 80
Pore— Mcbb .................. 15 25 @15 50
Lard .......................... 9 @ 94
Hoob....- ...................... 5 50 @ 6 10
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1 ................. 1 26i@ ..
No. 2 ................. l 24 @ ...
Corn— No. 2 ................... 664@ ..
Oats— No. 2 ................... 40l@ ..
Rye— No. 1 .................... 78 @ ..
Barley— No. 2 ................ 1 70 ®
Pork .......................... 14 50 @
Lard ............... . .......... 9 @
Hoos— DreBBed ................ 6 50 @
TOLEDO.
Wheat— Amber Michigan ...... 1 49 @
No.2White Wabaab... 1 62 @
n
No. 2 Red .............. 148J® .
Corn .......................... 60 @ 651
Oats .......................... 47 @ 47}
Hoos— Dressed ................7 00 @ 7 10
Clover Seed .................5 10(g) ..
DETROIT.
Wheat— Extra. ................1 621 @ 1 63
No. 1 ................1 .56 @ 1 56J
Amber .................1 47 @
Corn— No. 1 Old ............. 67 @ ..
Oats ......................... 47 @ 47J
ULEVELAND.
Wheat— No. 1 Red. ............ 1 68 @ . .
No. 2 ................ 1 58 @ .
Corn— Old ..................... 72 @ 78
New .................... 68 ft) 69
Oats .......................... 48 @ 61
1
Expenditures of the United States
Gorernment for Eight Tears.
The Secretary of the Treasury, in re-
sponse to a resolution of the Senate,
has made out the following statement
of money expended by the gen-
eral Government on public works ip the
several States and Territories from


















































































































































































































A Cose of Somnambulkiiu
Altogether the most interesting case
of somnambulism on record is that of a
young ecclesiastic, the narrative of
which, from the immediate communica-
tion of an Archbishop of Bordeaux, is
given under the head of somnambulism
in the “French Encyclopedia.” This
young ecclesiastic, when the Archbishop
was at the seminary, used to rise every
night, and write sermons or pieces of
music. To study his condition, the
Archbishop betook himself several nights
to the chamber of the young man, where
he made the following observations :
The young man used to rise, to take
paper, and write. Before he wrote
music he would take a stick and rule the
lines with it; he wrote the notes, to-
gether with the words corresponding
with them, with perfect correctness ; or,
when he had written the words too
wide, he altered them. The notes that
were to be black he filled in after he
had completed the whole. After com-
pleting a sormon, he read it aloud from
beginning to end. If any passage dis-
pleased him, he erased it and wroU^the
amended passage correctly over the
other. To ascertain whether he used
his eyes, the Archbishop interposed a
sheet of pasteboard between the writing
and his face. He toofc not the least
notice, but went on writing as before.
The limitation of his perceptions to
what he was thinking about was very
curious. A bit of aniseed cake that he
sought for he ate approvingly; but
when on another occasion a piece of the
same cake was put into his mouth, he
spit it out without observation. The
following instance of the dependence of
his perceptions upon, or rather their
subordination to, his preconceived ideas,
is truly wonderful. It is to be observed
that he always knew when his pen had
ink in it. Likewise, if they adroitly
changed his papers when he was writing,
he knew if the sheet substituted was of a
different size from the former, and ap-
peared embarrassed in that case ; but if
the fresh sheet of paper which was
substituted for that written on was
exactly of the same size as the former,
he appeared not to be aware of the
change ; and he would continue to read
off his composition from the blank sheet
of paper as fluently as when the manu-
script itself lay before him ; nay, more,
he would continue his corrections and
introduce the amended passage, writing
it upon exactly the place on the blank
sheet which it would have occupied on
the written page.
How Many Figs They Care.
The trade in dried fis, which has al-
ways had its seat at Marseilles, has in-
creased in an extraordinary manner dur-
ing the last ten years. Not satisfied
with obtaining supplies from the depart-
ments of the Bouches-du-Bhone and the
Yar, the fruit of which enjoys such
great reputation in Paris, the trade of
Marseilles also receives a considerable
quantity of figs from abroad. In 1862
the importation amounted to 2,421
tons; that quantity had increased in
1872 to 6,686 tons, of which 4,010 were
received from Italy, and 2,016 from
Algeria; Turkey also contributed 459
tons and Spain 178.
FLimsT.— It is easy to tell when
others are flattered, but not when we
ourselves are, and every man and wo-
man will lend firm belief to the soft
nothings of the very man they believe
to be an arrant flatter when others are
in the case.
Siamese Twins Got Their
Wives.
Much speculation has always b4en
rife as to how the twins courted, and
finally became joined in the bonds of
Hymen. It happened that they were
traveling through the South, and stop-
ped at the town of Traphill, in Wilkes
county,. N. 0. The country in this
locality being very romantic, and the
land good, the twins determined to
settle, and accordingly engaged in busi-
ness in the village, being excellent
traders, and their novel condition soon
attracted many persons to them ; among
these a farmer named Yates, who lived
in the immediate vicinity, and was pos-
sessed of two bouncing daughters.
Chang and Eng looked upon these
women tenderly, and evinced great
affection for them, and, like erdinary
young folks, made numerous calls at
the residence of their bewitchers, and
there being a pair of them all around, a
match was soon made, and the four were
two (or one). These wives always dis-
played great affection for their liege
lords, and manifested the usual jeal-
ousies common to the human family.
From this double union there were some
twenty-two children born. Mrs. Chang
presented her husband with some nine
or ten, and of these but two were boys,
while in the Eng family the daughters
were proportionately outnumbered.
The ofl'spnng, contrary to the general
opinion and preceding statements, with
few exceptions, were healthy, robust
children.— Cbr. Philadelphia Prfea.
A Trustful Family Circle.
We hear a good story of a man who
went to the frontier to see a friend. The
family consisted of the husband and his
two grown sons. The good old lady was
the only one of the family who did hot
tike some of the “ Oh be joyful” Sit-
ting by the fire a few minutes, the old
man tipped him a wink, and the visitor
followed him out. Stopping by a tree,
he took out a long-necked bottle, re-
marking :
“I have to keep it hid, for the boys
may get to drinking, and the old woman
would raise the duce.”
Soon Tom, the elder son, asked the
visitor out to see the colt, and taking
him behind the barn, pulled out a flnak,
remarking :
“I have to keep this hid, for the old
man will get drunk, and the duce is to
pay,” and they both took a drink anfireturned. T
Soon Bob stepped on the visitor's toe
and walked off, the visitor followiii.
As they reached the pig-pen, Bob dr w
out a good-sized bottle, remarking :
“You know the oia man and T m
will get drunk, and I have to h le
tins.”
The visitor concluded he could i ot
drink confidentially with the whole f u n-
ily, and started for homo.
Hasty Courtship and its Consequent \s.
• On the Fourth of July last an in ;r-
esting young couple met at a moonli ht
picnic in New York. As they were r-
eigners, they did not appreciate
spirit of the day, for, instead of a
ing independence like the old colo^
they fell into each other's arms and
clared they would be mutual sla
Such thraldom meant matrimony
course. He gave her money to j
chase rings and things, and she loofed
forward to the lighting ofl Hym
kerosene lamp as an event so near
her heart jumped. But he, fin
that instead of a dressmaker, as he
posed her, she was only a box-f
girl, tore himself from her side, re
ated the results of the moonlight i
ing, and declared himself fancy
She brought her broken heart tolthe
courts, where he claimed that when ho
contract of marriage was made he w s a
minor. As, of course, it was prepos er-
ous that a man under twenty-one y ars
of age could agree to marry without his
ma’a consent, the jury let him off As
she returns to her work at the 1 ox-
factory, she his one consolation, he
worth of which she miy not appreciate
— it is, that it was her good fortunefnot
to be a dressmaker.
Two Brothers Killed by Their SI;
Seducer.
Two brothers named Blood wortlf were
killed last night, five miles north If this
place, by one Asken. It is sajl that
Asken had seduced their sistew; that
they had threatened to kill him, tfullast
night went to his mother’s hojse for
that purpose, one armed with § wo re
volvers, the other with adouble-
The Temperance Crusade in Southern
Ohio.
[OorrMpondenot Chicago Tribune.]
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.— The woman’s
whisky-war shows no signs of abate-
ment. At Franklin, Warren County,
the siege of the saloons is kept up with-
out intermission. On commencing their
work for last week, the ladies directed
nearly all their efforts against one sa-
loon, kept by Mr. Webber. Nobly and
bravely did they stick to their post
from early dawn to late at night,
watching and praying in front of the
saloon. On Saturday evening he came
to time, and signed the pledge never
to engage in the business again in the
place. The committee then presented
the pledge to a Mr. Spader who also
sigued. After signging the pledge Mr.
Webber opened his doors and invited
the ladies in, and they held a general
prayer and praise meeting. None
seemed to enjoy it much more than he
did, shaking hands with the women
who had prayed so fervently for him
during the week, and he seemed happy
that he had taken the step at last. On-
ly two saloons and one drug-store re
main which have not complied with the
conditions of the pledge. These, of
course, will receive all attention pos-
ble.
At Hillsborro, Highland County, the
eighty-three ladies who occupied the
tabernacle in front of Dunnfs drug-
store have removed their shanty and
suspended operations on account of
having been served with an injunction
from Judge Safford.
Mr. Dunn has entered suit against
the ladies for trespass and defamation
of character, laying his damages at
$10,000. • When the injunction is dis-
solved, the ladies propose to eontinue
their work of love in prayer and song.
In the the meantime immense temper-
ance meeting! are being held in church-
es. At London, Madison county, the
temperance excitement is at fever heat.
A petition to stop tha traffic in the town
has received over 1,000 signatures.
Crowded meetings, alternating between
churches, have been held every evening.
The ladies called on druggists, and,
without exception, they signed the
pledge and entered heartily upon the
work. The dealers, of whom their are
twenty-five or thirty, have not yielded,
though they are visited daily by from
fifty to one hundred ladies. Feeling is
becoming more intense every hour.
Yesterday morning it was resolved to
close all the business houses for one
hour from 9 a. m., till victory is secur-
ed. At the tap of the bell, banks, stores
and shops are closed, and the people as-
semble for prayer.
Strong symtoms of a crusade have
broken out in Logan, Hocking county;
also at Cedarville, Greene county. At
the latter place two saloon-keepers have
struck their colors in anticipation of
trouble and will move away.
The ladies went their rounds yester-
day, as usual, at Morrow, Warren coun-










shotgun. They were found
ing— one at the front, the oth
back door of the house — dead
shot in the right, the other .
breast, seemingly with a doubl
gun. The Askens were gone. _____
that Asken had gone to the* nearest
magistrate to surrender himself! From
the little we have been able to learn
about the affair, Asken was jildifiable
in doing the killing.— GoodJttmMe
(Term.) Cor. Nashville Banner
The West Beginning to Assort Its
Power in Congress. 1
There is evidently a revolt on foot,
and the West, as Judge Wright Jester-
day declared, is coming to the /rent as
dictator o/ continental policy. The re-
cent speeches in the Senate up(m the
financial resolutions are rema&able
merely for their declaration of distinc-
tive Western policy, not only in finance,
but in the matter of internal and trans-
portation policy.# Judffe Wrightjand
Logan yesterday, Oglesby to-dayjand
later, too, the vigorous speech of Sena-
tor Gordon, which clearly indicates' the
South’s acceptance of Western leader-
ship in such matters, are remarkable
indications of the tendencies alluded Vo.
—St. Louie Globe.
Soup or broth made of different meats
is strengthening, as well as nice fla^
yored, but it should be perfectly free
from fat if prepared for invalids.
kj. tierum s i on
ceived kindly by Jerold
who entertainea them, __ _______
them for the call. Mrs. Jerold joined
in urging her husband to sell out. An-
other saloon-koeper called on was court-
teous but says though he has banislied
strong honors he will continue to sell
wine and beer. At Waynesville, War-
ren county, the war for total suppres-
sion is actively maintained. Three law-
suits have been begun by wives, under
the law. One grocery-keoper has sold
out to a temperance man. The women
held a prayer-meeting yesterday at Ro-
per’s saloon. He received them moodi-
ly, but let them proceed without inter-
ruption.
Hostilities have commenced at Mos-
cow, Clermont county. The first meet-
ing was held last Wednesday, at which
sixty ladies were enrolled. The first
visit was made next day at 11 a. m.
Twenty-six ladies went to Wintzel’s sa-
loon. He took oach name at the door
in writing, When the ladies got inside
they discovered that red pepper had
been placed on the stove and scattered
on the floor. Those who sang were
obliged to go outside, but several re-
mained in and prayed while the propri-
etor danced and made irreverent re-
marks. His wife and daughter ordered
the ladies away, but were met with pious
expostulations. In the afternoon the
praying-band went to Arm’s saloon. The
greeting of the proprietor and his wife
was polite, and both were moved to
tears oy the persuasive talk of the visit-
ors. The saloon-keeper, however,
would make no promises.
At New Vienna, Clark county, the
only saloon-keeper holding out is Van
Pelt. The guard over his house con-
sisted of eight or ten ladies, who are re-
lieved every two hours. Van Pelt seems
to enjoy their prolonged visits, and in-
vites them in warmly, treating them
with .every /civilty. This daily watching
does not suit the customers, who ob-
ject to having their names enrolled as
frequenters. Tan Veit says he will not
quit the business as long as he can
iraise money to buy a pint of rum, and
the women say they will never raise the
siege until they pray him out.
A Preliminary Difflenlty.
The professor of natural philosophy in
a certain college recently cave the class
a problem to think of during the night
and answer the next day. The question
was this : “If a hole were bored through
the center of the earth, from side to
side, and a ball dropped into it, what
motion would the ball pass through and
how would it come to a state of rest?”
The next morning a student was called
up to solve the problem. “ What an-
swer have you to give to the question ?”
asked the professor. “Well, really.”
replied the student, “I have not thought
of the main question, but of a prelimi-
nary one. How are you going to get
that hole through ?”
Bricks adapted for ordinary building
purposes are made in England from the
refuse of the coal mines.
A Curious Anecdote of Coining and
Choate,
Old Squire Gerrish, of Newburyport,
Mass., is a genial soul who has a host
of legal reminiscences. An intimate
frienaof Webster, Edward Everett and
Rufus Choate, and a law partner of
Caleb Cushing, he had a rare opportuni-
ty for collecting anecdotes anu details
that are very interesting now. While
connected with Cushing, a time came
when those two Titans, Cushing and
Choate, were on opposite sides in an
important suit. On the day when the
case was called the court-room was
crowded. A battle between such men
was a novelty, even in that epoch of
brains. To the amozment of judge,
jury and spectators, both Cushing and
Choate were somewhat anxious for a
“ continuance ”—in other words fora
postponement of trial As a usual
thing, both gentlemen were anxious to
force a case to trial, being in a state of
“chronic preparation,” os Webster
once said iu speaking of Choate. In
going out of court, says Mr. Gerrish, I
met Choate and said : “ How is it that
you were ready for a continuance to-day ?
It is a little odd of you.”
Choate replied : “Oh, I am a little
pressed with business, and can afford to
let this case stand over.”
Said I : “ Choate, this is sheer non-
sense. I’ll tell you what the matter is.
You are afraid of Cushing.”
“ So I am,” was the reply ; “ and I
am not ashamed to own it, either.”
“ Well, well," said I ; “ this is pretty
good. The idea of Rufus Choate being
frightened 1 What on earth do you fear
in Cushing ?”
“ Mr. Gerrish, I will tell you, I am
afraid of his owerwhelming knowledge
of the law”
In the afternoon Cushing came into
the office. I went for him at once.
“ Caleb, what was the matter to-day ?
Why don’t you insist on trying that
case ?”
“ Oh,” he replied, “the weather was
warm, and we have much to attend to,
and I didn't care to hurry matters.”
“ Now, Cushing, be honest ; were you
not a little afraid of Choate ?”
“ Well, Gerrish, to be candid about
it, I was. Are you satisfied now ?”
I then inquired what he feared Choate
for. “ Do yom think,” said I, “ that
he knows more law than you do ?”
“ No, sir, I don't,” was the answer ;
“ but I’m afraid of the rascal's influence
*ith a jury, right or wrong.”
And there it was. The two men had
been so often associated that each knew
the other's strong points, and felt timid.
Philadelphia Preee.
A Nonplussed Attorney.
A correspondent at Fredonia, N. Y.,
writes : Being in attendance at the
Circuit Court m Albany in the year
1870, 1 happened to hear the trial of a
breach-of-promise case. The plaintift
was a young lady of rather delicate
nerves, and although, through the aid
of her counsel, Hon. Lyman Tremain,
her case was looking well, yet when she
came to be cross-examined by the oppo-
site attorney, Hon. Henry Smith, she
quailed before his searching examina-
tion, and finally fell down in a swoon.
The sympathies of everyone were
aroused, and Mr. Smith saw that ho
must do something. The young lady’s
face was of a purple-red during her
swoon, and so, [when the next witness
was called (a middle-aged lady), Mr.
Smith said :
“ Witness, you saw the plaintiff faint
a short time ago ?”
“ Yes, sir,” said the wjtness.
“Well, people him pafe when they
faint, do they not ?”
The witness hesitated a moment, then
said, “No, not always.”
“ Did you ever hear of a case of faint-
ing where the party did not turn
pale f”
“Yes, sir.”
“ Did you ever see such a case ?”
“Yes, sir.”
“When?”
“About a year ago.”
“ Where was it r
“In this city.”
“ JWw was it?”
“ 'Twos a nigger.”
The plaintiff won the case.
*Sea*SickneB8.
The opinion so commonly held in re-
gard to sea-sickness, namely, that it is
due either to a congestion of the brain,
or to a commotion in the abdominal
viscera caused by the motion of the
vessel, are very plabsibly combatted by
M. Pellerin, who, in a paper read before
the French Academy, attributes the
malady to a deranged circulation of the
blood produced by the alternate rolling
and heaving of the vessel The result
of this, he says, is not a congestion of
the brain, which is, on the contrary, de-
prived of some of the blood required to
keep up a stimulus of that nervous cen-
ter ; that sensation which is felt in sea-
sickness resembling, peculiarly, what is
felt immediately after a letting of blood
when the patient sits or stands, namely,
a disposition to vomit, or actual vomit-
ing. In support of this opinion, men-
tion is made of the fact that persons who
are liable to sea-sickness experience its
effects in a much slighter degree when
they are in a horizontal position, the re-
lief thus afforded being like that which
is produce in the same position when a
person is in a state of syncope.
The cultivation of the liquorice plant
in England is confined to the neighbor-
hood of Pontefract The plant resem-
bles a bunch or young ash saplings,
growing.in twigs of four or five from
each root to about two feet in height
The roots are about two or three feet
deep, requiring very deep soil for full
growth. At first it is set in a deep
trench, and afterward earthed like
celery. Cabbages are generally grown
in the furrows, which come to perfection
some weeks earlier than those on the
open market gardens, from the shelter
of the ridges.
AH Sorts.
Mb. Sumneb is sixty-three years old.
Philadelphia is $60,000,000 in debt
St. Louis has $8,400 dogs on her
registry list.
A Bible is placed on a neat little
rack-ornament in each Pittsburgh
horse-car.
Chief-Justice Watte has eleven chil-
dren. A little 'leaven leaveneth the
whole lump.
Beecher gets $3.33 a minute when he
lectures. This is most as satisfactory
as preaching.
Granges composed wholly of colored
persons are to be formed in Arkansas
and Mississippi.
The greatest depth of the Pacific
Ocean between California and China is
said to be about two and a half miles.
The total value of the precious
metals produced west of the Missouri
during 1873 is estimated at $72,258.-
693.
Adam had one consolation when he
r j* . * or twenty acquaintances
didn t stand on the opposite comer and
laugh at the mishap.
Prof. 8. P, Langley describes, in
the Pittsburgh Gaaette a spot on the
sun which covers the enormous area of
1,600,000,000 square miles.
Mb. George M. D. Blobs, for many
years an editor and proprietor of the
Cincinnati Enquirer t nas dissolved his
connection with that journal.
Gov. Davis, of Minnesota, says that
every railroad in the State has been
systematically violating the law by in-
creasing the tariff on freights.
Vermont proposes to increase the
wages of her Governor above the rate




The Pope’s list of new Cardinals in-
cludes six Italians, two Frenchmen,
one Spaniard, .two Austrians and one
Portuguese. This leaves out America
and England and Germany altogether.
Protestant lands have either no claims,
or it is believed that free institutions
make even the faithful not quite to be
trusted.
Du Chaillu has found the model
wife: “I remember being in a mag-
nificent country seat in the south of
Sweden, owned by a man whose annual
income from land was $15,000, and vet
his wife daily appeared in a oahoo
dress, with nothing in the shape of
adornment except a velvet ribbon round
her neck.”
A man in England, who had been di-
vorced from his wife, became engaged
to a young lady, and subsequently
meeting his divorced wife, fell in love
with her and married her again. The
disappointed aspirant for the vacant
heart and home sought consolation in
an action for breach of promise, and
was awarded $15,000 damages.
The Memphis Avalanche says that
one of its reporters, in a fight in the
Board of Aldermen, was knocked over
three desks and half a dozen Ameri-
cans. No such calamity could ever oc-
cur in Chicago. A reporter might be
knocked over the entire city hall, and
not pass over half-dozen Americans in
his night.-— CAlcapo Times.
Of the Chief- Justices of the United
States, John Jay was 44 at the time of
his first appointment in 1789, and 55 at
his second in 1800. William Cushing,
appointed in 1795, was 50. Oliver
Ellsworth was 51. Rutledge, appoint-
ed in 1795, but not confirmed, was 56.
Marshal was 46. Mr. Taney was 56.
Mr. Chase was 55. Mr. Cushing,
nominated, but not confirmed, is 74.
Mr. Waite is 58.
Singular Infirmity.
A curious phenomenon is now existing
in Paris. Dr. Tenting received recent-
ly the visit of a singular client, being a
young girl of eighteen, named Marie
Verdun, living with her mother in the
Rue Du Colombier, and afflicted with
the infirmity of nyotaloope, that is to
say, she loses the faculty of sight in
daylight and recovers it in darkness.
Although her eyes do not present any
special morbid character, she is forced
to keep her eyelids closed during the
day, and to cover her head with a thick
veil. On the other hand, when the
shutters of a room are hermetically
fastened she reads and writes perfectly
in the deepest darkness. She feels no
pain beyond a slight lassitude when the
solar light strikes her visual organa.
The cure of affections of this kind are
said to be extremely difficult, as the
cause can hardly ever be discovered.
• A Curious Agreement
At Dresden there has just been sold
at auction the famous violin of Count
Trautmansdorf, Grand Equerry to the
Emperor Charles VI., and which he had
purchased from the celebrated Jacob
Hteiner on the following strange condi-
tions : He paid down, in ooin, seventy
golden carious ; and undertook to pro-
vide the vendor, as long as he lived, with
a good dinner every day, as well as one
hundred florins a month, in cash ; and,
yearly, a new coat, with golden Bran-
denburgs ; two casks of beer, fighting,
and fuel ; and, in case he should marry,
as many hares as he might require, with
twelve baskets of fruit annually for him,
self, and as many for his old nurse. As
Steiner lived sixteen years afterward,
bis instrument must have cost the
Count, in wady money, at least twenty
thousand fibrins. ’
A DISTINCTION WITH A DIFFERENCE.—
Master of the house— “Bridget, where’s
your mistress ?” Bridget-'1 Shure sir,
she’s gone off wid a Dutchman. ’’—(Mis-
tress of the house, who is passionately
fond of dancing, had told her to say she
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nnd expended for the following purpoHei*, to wit: i
One hondcred dollaru towards the iinprovumcul j
tnd embellishment of market square; icvonty flve
dollars towards the Improvement and embellish^
ilfui ^ tU'crtiscmcnti.
Ik any of pttr madent should fall to get
their paper regular, either by mall or car-
rier, they will confer r great favor upon
us by InfoniYItig us at once of the fact.
* * - •/fuiit; AJimii. j rvoi iuinut;i mnii.
When w* t<a»k charge of (he AV.ci, we j Kucy Harrington. Byron L. Chrouch.
had ao,ucyaiu. hope, of having done an a, ! ^t».Vj«HL
a time when the agitation of the question | Brssic Klavinua.





uuurtbf this paper would have coated, or
at ^east subsided to sue.; an extent, that
we would not have been taxed with tills
s ^ class of correspondence to the amount we
* are. In this wc have been slightly dis-
; appointed, admitting however, that upon
proper reflection, this should not appear
strange at all. This vexed school-ques -
tion was still on our hands at that time,
and will likely remain so for a short
while.
From present appearances it seems that
we shall have to carry this elephant, un-
til our next charter election, Inasmuch as
any intervention by the courts Is not
likely to lie reached. In the meantime it
is evident that this question will more or
less bo kept before lue public until we
shall have reached that epoch, when the
|HH>ple render judgment, and the usual
and i/w will have exchanged the cour-
tesies of the season, at which time we may
reasonably expect that this chapter of our
local annals will be closed. Until then,
we shall be compelled to keep our readers
informed, as to the different opinionR en-
tertained by Querists, Tax payers, Qui’s,
Ac., and in view of that fact we have re-
solved to set apart for that purpose, one
column pn the 8th page of our paper, un-




Flora McDonald. Dana Dutton.
Eva Bailey.
TIIIHD INTERMEDIATE.
Annie Werkman. Johanna Lepeltak.
Katie Aling. Maggie Van By.
Tiny Kruiuer.
FOURTH INTERMEDIATE.
Siport of the " Public School* of tht
City of HollanA."
Holland City, Feb. Oth, 1874.
To the Board of Education, |
Holland City, Mich, f
Gentlemen:— I herewith submit my
fifth monthly report of the condition of the
schools of tills city.
•By comparing it with previous reports,
it will be seen that our schools arc in a
more prosperous condition than nt any
previous time Ibis year. Wc have twenty
more scholars in attendance than at any
previous time. And, I urn most pleased to
say that the average attendance is 44
greater than at any previous time. There
Is more interest manifested on the part of
our scholars in their studies, standing in
classes, and general deportment, than ut
any previous time this year. I think this
is one ot the results of the greater regu-
larity in attendance. Our people should
not forget that irregularity in attendance
is one sure means of making “school
going” unpleasant, and study distasteful.
Nothing in “ school-life" is of more mo-
ment to the scholar than regularity of at-
tendance. Our schools are in a very en-
couraging condition.
We have adopted in the Grammar and
High Schools a system of weekly reports
to parents; (1) of the regularity of attend-
ance; (2) deportment; (3) standing in clas-
ses; (4) rank in classes, of eacli scholar.
Also Monthly reports of the same. We
find that this is working its good results.
There have been some repairs made, on
the buildings, and other changes of which
you are aware.
Below please find ray report by the de-
partments (t) of No. enrolled, (2) of aver-









Yours Very Heajiect fully,













l*t Primary |IIellen Carter, Iffl • 04 10
•ind li. Abbott. 74 66 85M '• K. 8. Clark, ftt 64 5
l*t Interm. Flora Potter, 63 68 5
Julia Kamou, OS 47 1
3*1 \S. Wakkor. 85 81 5
4th I Katie Garrod, 86 « 6
Grammars. C. M. Kay, 85 80 *
High School Principal, 85
V *' 1
• - , i _ ____
Total*. 1 4U5 :«4 51
Under the supervision of Messrs. Hub-
bard and Parks, the improvements in our
jail, contemplated by the action of the
Board of Supervisors, are going forward
with all reasonable dispatch. The object
is to make the jail a safe place of confine
raent for prisoners beyond a peradventure.
—UertUd.
On Monday, John McQuahl, who whs
confined in jail, in default of bail, for
shooting (.’apt. Griflln, made bis escape.
Aid. Fordham and Howard Koschonm
were making some repairs in the corridor
upon which the cells open, and McQunid
thinking this a good opportunity slipped by
them, and closing the door at the end of
the corridor be fastened the bolt with part
of a hand cuff and rushed for the outer
door of the sheriff's office. Here he en-
countered A. A. Tracey, our county clerk,
who closed in with McQuald and caused
the latter to linger for a moment, but as
Mr. Tracey is not a heavy weight chain
pion and not over five feet five inches in
height, the result of the contest was that
Tracey was “ floored," ami before he could
regain bis feet McQuaid hud sprang bead
first through a light of glass, and striking
the ground (some eight feet below) upon
his feet, started for parts unknown. '
The Engleman Transp. Co. are negotia-
ting for the Canadian stqamer Chicora for
the line between this port and Milwaukee.
The only hindrance is the fact of the ne
cessity of “naturalizing'' the boat, which
can only be done by act of Congress.
The Chiconi is an iron Clyde-built-side-
wheeler, designed originally for the ocean
trade. She lias two smoke stacks ranging
fore and aft, and is a saucy looking craft.
At the close j>f the rebellion she was
brought to the Lakes. In order to pass her
through the Welland canal it was neces-
sary to seperate the hull into two parts,
the iron bulkheads with which she is pro-
vided, keeping each part afloat. She is
said to be one of the fastest vessels afloat,
and by all odds the fastest on the lakes,
being able it is claimed, to run twenty
miles an hour with ease.
Wk are gathering facts and stubborn
ones too, in reference to our County affairs
which wc shall at some distant day pub-
lisli for the benefit of our readers; we
should bo pleased if any friends having
points to add to our already long list
would send tliejn to us for publication —
News.
mrnt of tho pnbltc square; and fifty dollars lobe
appropriated for Hie Board of Education of the
public schools of the city, for current expenses.
Adopted, all voting yen.
The Connell took a receaa for half an hour;
when called to order, the com. on claims and ac-
count* made their report, recommending that the
following bill* be allowed: Havvrkate 4 Non, for
null*, etc., |a, 10; U. O'Riley, for error In apecial
asHCMBient, $H.W; J. Verplanke, salary aa city
mandial, $11.87; J. Verplanke, for killing A dog*,
$1.00; II. Wiersemi. *t. com r., for wortf on
streets, $8.30; A. Thotnpaorf, for refreshment* for
Are comp.. $0.(X); II. Wal*h, for oil for Are engine,
$4.00; adopted.
The com, on claim* and account*, further re-
ported: .
To the Hon. Mayor and Common Council : - Your
committee recommend that the following accounts
be allowed and.’audlted: E. Van I)cr Veen & (k>.,
for double a**e**mcnt, #48.07; Juntlce O. Van
Schelven, Ju*tlcefee*, $0.30; and your committee
would further recommend that the Mayor and Al-
dermen Ik* allowed \ of their aslsry, a* pre*crlhed
by the council in a rc*olutlon adopted on the 5th
day of May, 1873, and that the Mayor and Cleik
draw warrants therefore on the trcaaurcr a* u*ual.
Dated, Feb. 11th, 1874.
K. HcnannGi.KK, ) Committee
J. Dykbna, > on
U. Kantbii*. ) claims and account*.
A7*.—Ald. Kantors I* agHiist the recommenda-
tion of siiarle* above referred.
That part of the report recommending paymeuta
to E. Van Der Veen A Co., and Jnitlct Van Schel-
ven wa* unanlmou*ly ado|fted; that part, relative
to the *alarie*of Mayor and Aldehnen wa* adopted
all voting y«i, except Aid. Kantcra, who voted nay.
A hill of J. Kerkhof, of $ 5.00, for work on Irtth
rffeot, wa* ordered paid.
The chairman of the committee on street*, road*
and bridge*, with the city sttonc}, were Instructed
to draw up the necessary papers for advertisement
of Improvement of River street, In Accordance with
plan and proAle made by Eng. J. C. Brayton.




The following statomeot exhibit# the
amount of business done in the money-
order system from Nov. 1, 1864, to June
30, 1873.
Number of orders issued, 12,940,544
Annum of onlere issued, $537,862,077 07




Amount of lost remit-
tances,





J. M. REID3EMA & SON,
The oldest Furniture House in
the City,
Always keep a full nml well selected stock of Fur-













A GENTLEMAN who auAvred for year* from
i V Ncrvon* Debility, Premature Docav. and all
the effect* of yonthftil lndl*cretlon wifi, for the
*ako of HUff.-rlng humanity, *und free to all who
need It, the receipt and direction for making ilm
*lmple remedy by which h* wa* cured. Nufferer*
w lehliig to proAt by the advenl*er's experience
,can do *o by addre**lng in perfect conAdenee,
JOHN B. OGDEN.
43 Cedar 8t.. New York.
L SPITS! I SI,
Can he found In their





Death of one of the Early Settlen.
Steadily and surely death gathers from
our midst the survivors (»f that heroic band
of pilgrims, to whose memory, ire of the
second generation, owe reverence. The
men of 1846 and 1847, should ever be re-
garded by the generation of to-day, as l»c-
ing to ns, what the Pilgrims of 1620, were
to the New England of old. For though
our fathers may not have all embarked in
one “ Mayflower,” nor landed on one Ply-
mouth Rock, yet they departed from tlio
mine shore, were actuated by the #0/4/ gov-
erning prlnciifle, and animated with the
mine firm resolve, namely to brave and
sacrifice all, in the pursuit of life, liberty
and happiness for themselves and their
posterity. *
To day we are called upon to record the
departure of another one of our pioneer
settlers, Mu. Frederick Jam Vak Rente,
who died on Tuesday last, at 4 o’clock,
A. M.
Mb. Van Rente was born in the City
of Zwolle, Holland, in the year 1800. In
1847, be joined the tide of emigration that
left its native shores to find a home in
America’s wilderness. He came direct to
this section of the country, and builtf his
first log-house oa the very spot where he
breathed his last. His family consisted
at that time, of himself, bis wife, and
seven children; one of his sons died a year
after their arrival, while the remaining
ones are to-day ail living;, and have set-
tled in and around the city. For a time
lie followed his old trade of cooper; while ;
in Uie early years many a log cabin was
supplied with bis band-made shingles.
But he is best known to this people by the
bumble position be occupied as leader of
the Congregational singing, with which
he was charged from the time of his arri-
OLD STAND,
Where they have on hand a choice atock of
BOOTS & SHOES,
Liiin' ui ftiru'i War,
Which they will *ell at
Grand Rapids Prices.
TSTOif WORK AM) REPAIIUXO
done at ahort notice.
Cash Paid for Hides.





Ich Ihey are offering a price* that defy competition.
Alto a complete Ptock of
iDR & FEED,
ALWAYS OX HAyiK
Holland City, Feb. Uth, 1874.
The Common Connell met according to adjourn-
ment, and wa* railed to order by the Mayor. The
roll wa* called by the elerk. ,
Kipp. ' than twenty-five years, the same post in
| The minute* of the la*t meeting were read and ' the “oldfc*/ church," as well as in fhe
We have bad 11 visit* from members of ^ I present ftrnt church. Under his icadcr-
11 1 rvi .• 1 Ald- Ming, and Eaniperaan pre- ghi WMor anUc(i the
e Board of Education* I *.*nt..d bin* for n*vm. ..t fur nr I 8n,l) w»sorganixui me van unte^notr,
which still exists; and his place is now
filled by one of his sons, John Van Rente.
And here wc Uiink it is proper to relate





*ented hill* for payment for three-fourth* of the j
year on account of aalary. On motion the bill*
were referred to the Com. on claim* and acronnt*
with inatruetion* to report on the panic, at thl*
to any part of the city.
Give ml call before purchasing elsewhere, at our
New Ptul on River Street, next to Y«n Putter.’* Drug











i '''• "“"r t ,nd 8ound meDior>-
In repairing fire engine: Dutton ,& Thompson, nrc ^ U® * 8*®*^ e*tcnt our present relief
. Cl OET1NGH,
SECOND PRIMARY.
Minnie Minderhout. John N viand.
Katie Becker. Isaac Westmaus.














Minn if lioott- George Kramer
Job. Scliravesunde. Fritz Dvkeraa.
Gertie Toren. Jacob Kuitc.
Pretje Stropc. Caloin Clark.
Henrietta Hopkius. Geo. Scott. 4











$165.85; Van Landegend A Meli*. $11.00; Winter*
Bro’*.. $89.00; referred to thuCom.ou Aredup t, for
cxaminatlou.
E. Van Dcr Veen A Co., presented a petition
asking relief from payment of doub’e aa*e*?ment on
personal estate, which wa* referred to the Com. on
claim* and account* to report at thl- meeting.
The Com. on public building* and property re-
ported that they have ordered four new key* to the
lock-np; action approved.
The Coro, on Are dep’l, asked further time to
completl thetr report; granted.
Aid. Hchaddolec reported that the $1K5 dcposlUnt
by him with the city treasurer, 1* done for the hen-
cAt of the city, agreeable to a clause of trust, made
and provided for, In a certain Indenture of assign-
ment of mortgage from Mr. A. Geerllngs; report
accepted.
The city clerk reported the re insurance of the
engine house and content* a* directed by the coun-
cil.
Justice II. D. Post made hi* monthly report for
the month of Jan las! , accepted.
On motion of Aid. Achaddelee. ieconGod by Aid.
from the heretofore existing survey-
troubles, as we ourselves had occasion lo
witness in the day# when Mr. Tinkham
whh making his survey of the city in 1860.
His help-mate Mrs. Van Rente, died in
the year 1870; and his failing in strength
and vivacity, commences to date shortly
after this event. During the last two years
he suffered from dropsy, and his last days
were marked by severe suffering.- The
funeral took place on Thursday afternoon,
in the First Church, and was conducted l^y
the pastor, Rev. K. Pieters. At the re-
quest of the deceased, the pall-bearers
were taken from among the members of
the fMrulelijke Verceniying, a rural liter-
ary society, of which ho was a member.
A large concourse of people testified to
the esteem in which the departed was


















That ih« two bnuM od tm.!,*, ' R,'',um1 ,l"' corP® ofthls wnM f “liter
dollar*, npecltl dep<Mi* by K. Hchaddcloo a* re- 1 wcrf gathered no less than forty-tlire
TOYS AND CANDIES.
ported Into the cily tmuTOry. U* set aside, u*ed Children and graml-children.
ill










OK ALL KINDS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
CHOICE WINES AND LIQUOES,
For Mfdlclnal I’urpo*** Only.






A FURR LINE OF THE
Celebrated Shaker Medicines,
FOR CATTLE OR HORSES.
Proprietor of the ,
Oriental Ealm,
A Remedy for Pain* and Nervous Disease*.
Razors and Razor Straps.
, Chamois Skins,
Nursing Bottles.
A FULL ASSORTMENT OF
Supporters and Trusses,
And everything, u*ua11y kept In Drug More*.
Physician*' Preemption* Carefully Com
pounded, Day or Eight.
Hay! Hay! Hay! Hay!
Having lately purchased the Hay Press
and Building of J. E. Higgins, Situated
near the old
M. L. S. R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND,
I am now prepared to buy
In any quantities for which I will pay the
Eightit Wholiuli Gul Xuht Fricu,
FOR A GOOD ARTICLE.
Henry 8. Eagle.
Have ou hand In their new store, on River







Aim Prepared Holland Muntara,
HATS rf- CAPS, GLASS-WARE, ETC.
AND A FULL LINE OK
Yankee Notions.
Wc sell at our own Price, w hich i*
lower than in
Ural hpidi or Qiiugo,
And We Will Not Be Undersold.




IHE HOST MHPIEIS IK IBS WflElB,
Divested of every Ioo*e and clnmay attachment*
and every delicate and complicated contrivance*.
Self Setting Needle.
The most Perfect Shuttle.
Movements all Positive.




54 10th St. i Boon West of Broadway, N- Y.




PlJHI.IMtrtn BVEIIY 8ATt KTIAY AT
mm cin, -  • mm,
OFFICK? VAN LANDKGfcNU'S BLOCK.
0. 8. D0E8HURG & Co., I'um.wHERa.
IISK3 or SUBBCUPTION : -W.OO p«7Mt l» iinici.
job phimtino PBoMrrtr and nbati,t doni.
TERM8 OF ADVERTISING:
One nqa*ro of tun linos, (nonpareil,) 75 cunts
for first Insertion, and 85 cents for each subse-
quent Insertion
months.
As we go to press we leant the death
of Mr. Klaab Bof.k, of Groningen.
Our light house keeper was in the city* flxt-d at o’clock,
this week, and reporta the harbor clear of
ice.
Rkv. II. Uiterwyk, of UiU City will
lecture before the Y. M. C. A. at Over-
yssel, on Friday evening next.
---- — —
Tnu hour for Sabbath morning services
' in all our Holland Churches, has now been





3 M. 6 M. 1 T.
3 50 5 OO 7 00
5 00 7 W 10 00
7 00 10 00 14 HO
10 00 14 OO 18 00
14 00 :s a) 21 00
18 00 25 (10 40 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
tines. 98.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An X before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
IW All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Sportsmen are again warned that the
game law is now in force, and its viola-
tors will be prosecuted in the courts.
In a few weeks we expect to get the pro-
ceedings of the January session of the
Board of Supervisors.
Parties from Grandvllle were out last
week, testing the speed of their horses with
some of Mr. Boone’s slock.
During the good sleighing, one team
hauled cords of stave bolts in one load
from one of the depots to the factory.
--- «*•- ----
The Common Council and the Fire De-
partment of Grand Haven have passed
appropriate resolutions announcing the
death of the late Mr. Albkb.
0ur Markets.
Saturday, February 14.
Oi’R mills art* getting in a flue stock of
logs, since everybody improves this splen-
did sleighing.
A Social re-union of part of the Vet-
erans of the 8th Mich. Inf., took plat* at
Flint, in this State, on the BOth Inst.
------ -**- ----
Washington’s Birthday will be cele-
brated in the F\fth Ward, by a Hop at
Lassman’b, on the 28d of thla month.
Mr. De Jono, talks of adding another
story to his building, now occupied by
Mr. J. 0. Doeshurg as a drug store.
The citizens of East Saginaw have sub-
scribed $11,000 for the erection of the nec-
essary buildings, for the State Fair to be
held there next fall.
We have received a circular announcing
the opening of the new Trkmont IIoiwk,
at Chicago, on Monday, the 16th Inst.
This Hotel has been rebuilt on the site of
the famous old house, corner Lake and
Dearborn sired*, in a style and grandeur
commensurate with its lorutur reputation
and the progress of modern Improvements.
We presume it is in keeping with that







apples, y bushel ................. I 75
Beans. It bushel ................... 1 25
Butter. V ft ....................
Clover seed, V bushel ............ 4 50
Em. * doxen .................... 15
Hay, V ton ..................... 10 00
Hides, green W E .................
Maple sujrar, lb .................
Unions, $ bushel ................ 1 85
Potatoes, |t bushel ............... 80
Timothy Heed, |t bushel ........... 2 50
Wool, p lb ...................
Xnti, Etc.
Beef, dressed |l lb ....................
Chickens, dressed per t> ...............
Pork. Irf HM*d £ *>’. ‘ ‘ ’. ’. 1 ’. ’ '.
Smoked meat, ti t> .....................
Smoked ham. |) t> ..................
Smoked shoulders, ft lb ................
Turkeys, f E ..........................
Tallow, yjh ......................... 5&6
Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cord wood, maple, dry ................... $400
•* •• green ................... 3 00
'• beach, dry ............. . ...... 3 00
*• *• green .................. 8 50
Hemlock Bark ......................... 5 SO
Staves, white oak .................. 12 OUfoM 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 3 00® 3 50
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50
Htave bolts, softwood ..................... 3 50
Stave boll*, hardwood ...................... 4 00
Railroad ties, .................. i ............. 15
Grain, Peed, Etc.
(Cbrrtc/ti by the "Hugger MUl*.)
Wheat, white f bushel ........... |1 40 @ $ 1 45
Corn, shelled |i bushel ............. fiO
Oats, |t bushel .................... 87® 38
Buckwheat, |t bushel ............ W)
R> c, V busiiel .................. 70® 75
Bran. V ton ........................ 17 00 ® 18 00
Feed. |i ton .................... 25 00
V mo lb.
Barley, V 100 lb ................... 2 85
Middling, f 100 E .................
Flour. W 100 E .....................
Pearl Barley, 9 100 t> .............. « 00 ®
Buckwheat Flour, ft 100 lb ..........









Chicago & Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
GOING' NORTH. GOING
KlghlKx. Mall. STATIONS. Mail
r. * a. m. r.m.






3.37 2.55 Gr.Juuctlon. 2.05
4.-1 3 56 Pennsrtlle. 1.12
107 Manlius. 1.03
4.35 4. 1C Richmond. 1.00
4.25 E.Saugatuck 12.45
5.35 4.45 Holland. 12.25
A. M.
5.10 New Holland 11.52
6.07 5 81 Olive. 11.37
527 Ottawa. 11.31





7.8H 6.32 Frultnort. 10 36
9.01 7 20 Muskegon. 9.80
















Mr. H. Kkppel, of Zeeland, hao dla
posed of his one half Interest In the Schr.
Tri-Color, to Capt. Jan Clous. Consider^
ation, $1400. ^
Last Saturday the stave-factory of E.
Vander Veen & Co., received 19 car-
loads of bolts from points South of us, on
the C. & M. L. S. R R
------ ---
The next lecture of the “F. 8.” course
will he delivered by Prof. W. H. Perrin k,
of Albion College, Mich., on Friday even
ing, Feb. 20. Subject: Conservato Radi-
calism (not political).
Among the latest novelties, we notice a
paper napkin, it being tfte production of our
Ingenious friend, Mr. P. G. Hodkn-
pyl, of Grand Rapids. Patent has been
applied for. ^
Ald. Schaddklkk is engaged in obtain-
ing signatures to a petition requesting Con-
gress not to reduce the appropriation for
our harbor below the amount recom-
mended by the Chief Engineer.
A resolution was offered in the Ohio
Legislature, asking Ohio Congressmen to
exert their influence to secure an amend-
ment to the Federal Constitution provid-
ing for the election of the President and
Vice-President and United States Senators
by a popular vote.
Mr. W 1 li jam Wakker, of the firm of
H. W. Verbeek & Co., has showed us an
improvement he has made In plaining and
; matching bits. This, like most of these
improvements, Is very plain indeed, but as
explained to us, it must operate very sue-
cessfully. The right of patent will be se-
cured. _
Those churches where service are held
on Sunday evenings are well attended; a
fact which will soon compell others to fol-
low suit. We understand that upon the
completion of the Third Ref. Church Buil-
ding, similar arrangements will be made
in the manner of worship, more in keep-
ing with the demands of the place and its
population.
Grand Bapi&i Branch.
A curious case under the new liquor
law was tried a few days ago at Bloom-
ington, III. A man was tried about a
year ago and sentenced to the Peniten-
tiary for one year for stealing wheat. He
served out his time, and claims he was
drunk when the grain was taken. His
wife sued the liquor-seller and recovered
$20 damages.
Tweed is showing signs of becoming
reconciled to his lot, thougli it is a hard
lot on rather a small lot, and ho Is one of
la had lot.
Ex- President Fillmore is hale and
hearty yet; though every member of his
original cabinet except Reverdy Johnson
has passed away.
---- «•»- --
An Irishman being asked in court for
his certificate of marriage, showed a big
•car on his head about the size of a small
•hovel.
- — ---
Kalamazoo County is the headquarters
of the Michigan Granges' all the officers
of (lie State Grange residing there. Next
to Kalamazoo, Calhoun County numbers
the most Granges.
Out of respect for the memory of the
late Mr. Van Lkntk, whose funeral took
plat e on Thursday afternoon, the proposed
review of the fire department was post-
poned until Monday afternoon, Februa-
IT U _ ^
On Wednesday evening one of Boone’s
teams dashed off, without a driver, and af-
ter making a circuit of several blocks, put
for home; upon their arrival, they forci-
bly rapped at the window with the pole of
'the cutter, which has left the glass and
sash out of shape since.
The Editor of - took the evening
train last Saturday evening, and spent Sun-
day in the country. He went to church,
and as uaual, when the contribution box
came around lie was in a doze, but on be-
ing nudged hastily, exclaimed : “ I have a
pass.”
Of the people who die in our cities, a
trifle more than half arc children under 5
years of age. The diseases that cause this
infant mortality are many, but their caus-
es are few. Roughly stated they are bad
ventilation, defective drainage, and adul-
terated milk. ^
There is nothing like having one’s
name in the papers; the following, from a
Chicago Daily illustrates: “ After staying
tpn days in America and two days in Pella,
the Rev. Mr. Stuart has returned to Ger
many, and will write a hook about this
country', Pella included.” We have no
doubt, after Pella has been properly writ-
ten up, there will be enough room left for
the country at large.
-- ------
It is said that Sweet’s Hotel in Grand
Rapids is to be raised 4 feet from the
foundation, on account of the water in the
Mimhm. L. T. Kantiiu A Co., have requeued OS
to announce to the public that thej hay# concluded
upon the following modification In tholi line of
bnainMa: From and after thl* date they will dc
vote the greater part of their attention to Booh and
Stationery In general, hut more particularly to
School Book* and School Xtcewist, to which fact
they call the attention of the trade In general. A
liberal dUcoant I# offered to the trade, and to Dl*-
trlct Hchool*.
Their atock la well selected ami full, and bought
from first hand*, which enable* them to offer great
Inducement*.
Hou.and, February B, 1874. 51 -w4.
Tm Bucceneful treatment aud cure of Chronic
Disease* by Dr. D. Pauin, of Michigan City. Ind.,
ha* Induced hlna to visit the surrounding places.
He w 111 be In Holland IV y, ou Tutxday and Bin/-
run/ay, February 17th aud 18th, and will stop at
the IVy Hotel. CoNataTAtioN Fan. He will be
prepared to furnish Medicines to all desiring treat-
ment.
Among hi* other appointment* ae notice:
Grand Junction, February 14 and 16.
FenntrilU. February IS.
After vDltlng as above atated, he will visit reg-




















Pure Win*! and Liquor* for medicinal use on- •
ly ; and all other article* usually kept In a
First-Class Drug Store.
1 have the largest aud most complete stock of
good* In Wentern Michigan, all purchased for C<iM,
from first hands, selected with great care and
shall sell at reatonable profits.
1TKHKR WALSH,
Druggist k Pharmacist, of 87 yeara practical ex-prelence. 1- I •
r AjA. X.
A Regular Communication of Tkitt Lod««,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb.
Alb. it 7 o'clock, phiip. WJBcmWM
J.O. Dombum, Stc'y.
x. (ToTo. r
Holland City Lodge, No 192. Indep<mdcnt Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meeting* at Odd
Fellowa' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordhill^invited. ^ ^
R. K. Hiald, Bee. S#eV
R. A. ScHoDT**, /Vr. Sor'y.
W* forgot to mention. In our last num-
ber that on assuming the edllorship of this
paper, we br-ke up “honsc keepiiig” in
our funner office, east of the City Hotel,
ami have moved into our new quarters,
whore wo can be found at all limes—








The day at la l
when man can 
from the Iron Jawa
curV by the use of Dr. John-
son’* Vigor of Life. thS
'* ~ great Vegetable Medical
Compound, for the cure of Nervous anu In-
flammatory Diseases, Rheumatism. Neuralgia,
Hie*. Catarrh, and Disease* of the Liver, Spleen
and Kidneys. Thu ht-»t Pain Killer In the world.
A Blood Purifier aud Rearcher, bold by all Drug-
gists, Vlct*^, and |1. per bottle. Office A Labor-
atory No. S97 Fulton street. Chicago.
Wholesale Agent*. -Fuller A Fuller, Lord,
Smith A Co., Van Hchaack. Htcphenson A Keld.Tol-
man A King, Burnham A Ron, Uurlhurt A Kdsall,
Chicago, 111. 37- ly
GOING NORTH. GOING SOUTH.
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a. m. r. m. p. m. r. m.
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Our ship yards are doing a fair bu
ness this winter. At Mr. Anderson’s the
scow Banner, owned by De Feyter
Bro’b., is being overhauled and generally
repaired; the Bchr. Elm, is also on the
stocks and will be launched a three mast
schooner, lengthened some thirty feet ; at
the yard of Messrs. Baas & Schols, on
the North aide, the WoUin is also bein
rebuilt into a three-mast schooner.
---- ----
A Committee of students of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, appointed to investigate
the truth or falsity of the charges made by
Victoria Woodhull against the students,
upon a thorough investigation find that
the charges made by Victoria Woodhull
are false, and also find that the citizens
were the instigators, and with the assist-
ance of about twenty freshman of the
University, were the real parties concerned
in the riot. And they further find that the
students, with the exception of these
twenty freshmen, behaved themselves in a
peaceable and gentlemanlike manner. Of
course!
- - —
G. W. McBride, Eaq., delivered his
lecture on “Reminlicensesofthelate War”
In Hope College Chapel, on Friday of
last week, as advertised. Mac had a full
house, and although laboring under the
disadvantage of " a prophet in his own
country**, gave good satisfaction. We
were unable to attend on account of our
regular press of business on Friday. And
we beg leave to inform the ‘‘Lecturing
Committee” that if it suits them as well, it
will suit othera better, to have their lec-
tures on some other evening than Friday.
We have heard of several instances where
it interferes with pre-existing arrangc-
menta.
basement; also that the grade
Street will be raised 8 feet, t business
streets must be on a grade that vyfil give to
fores a lofty basement, etn IT they have
raise their grade two J|r/three times,
[was the case in Chicairo\id is now in
ind Rapids.
very expensive criminal trial, it must
ive been, the expenses of w’hich are item-
ized by the Hartford Day Spring, a follows :
"John Van Arman was allowed $2,007.50
for his services in the Mattison trial. Also
$87 was allowed Mat. Longwell for board
ing said Van Arman. Hitchcock, a sten-
ographer, was allowed $207.30 for copying
the evidence in the case. The twelve jur-
ors were allowed $12 each, extra pay. I.
E. Barnum, was allowed $300 for his ser-
vices in the case. The Proseculing Attor-
ney was allowed $100 for the rent of his
office during the trial. These were among
the claims that were allowed by the Board
of Supervisors.”
The followiug is taken from the Brecds-
ville Memnger, of Feb. 5, published in
Van Buren County: There is a disease
now lurking around thla vicinity that
seems to be particularly fatal to the aged.
It is also very sudden in its actions, taking
its victim! away sometimes in the abort
apace of ten minutes. Thre£ deaths have
occurcd in this township within two weeks,
and all of the deceased were able to walk
around, ten minutes before they died. A
man by the name of Marshall, and another
man whose name we did not learn, were*
the last to be taken away by this decease*
Mr. Marshall was In the act pt watering
the cattle when he felt the approach of the
messenger of death, and had only time to
get into the house, and be placed on the





SB. J. S. JOHNSON,
61, Monroe Street,
ORATTX5 RAPIDS,
Formerly of thl* City, will be at hi* old office,
over Mis* Mm’ Millinery rooms, In the city of
Holland, every Monday, until farther notice.
Holland, Mich., February 9. 1874. 56-tf
For Sale at a Bargain.
A beautiful suburban residence on Black Lake,
with a fall view of the etty, conlalnlnit ten acres
of land, all Improved, with Rood house and
bam. six acre* of fruit, all varieties. In uood con-
dition, good dockage, with- water for large ves-
sel*, wfll he '*old for rash at a sacrifice.
For particulars Inquire on the premises, or of
Jacob Fllemau. at hi* wagon shop on River street.
Aug. 28, 1878. 17 |
Nathan Kenyon, Banker*
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Doc* a general Ranking, Richange, and Col-
lection business. Collections made on all polntr
In the United Htates and Europe. Particular atten-
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Hankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All busi-
ness entrusted to me shall have prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Ticket* to and flora all points In Knrops
old at my office.8-1 N.KKNYON.
Since the disiolntlon of our co-partnership, I am
cairyingon this business alnne.at the OLD STORK,
where I can be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Sail and
Frtth Meal*, and offer them at the lowest price*.
I expect to sec all our old friends, to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargain* a* will
Induce them to purchase their daily ration* with
me.
JACOB KU1TK.
Holland, Feb. 14. 1874. . 2^7tf
New Rail Road to Town I
FREIOHTS REDUCED I
coots mm mi m,
ATTRACTION TO BUYERS!
I am now prepared to supply my Customer* wna
•• complete an assortment of
Boors, Shoes and Finding,
As can be found m Western Mkhlgaa.




The moit competent Workmen constantly employ-
ed. All work made up In the lateatatyls and wills
dispatch.
Particular Attention pall to Bepalrlng
.E. HEROLD,
8th 8t., Holland. Mich.
4a Pdr day! Agent* wanted! All class** of
W fillworking people, of either sex. young or
1, make more money at work for ua In their
spare moments, or all the time, than at anything




THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
Will Last a Life-Time !




The best musical talent of the country recom-
mend these Organs. The nicest and best. More
for yonr money, and give* better satisfaction, than
any other now made. They comprise the
Suth, Mt, Ditto ui bull.
Illustrated Catalogue* sent by maU, post-paid to
any address, upon application to




The WEEKLY \* the ablcit and moat powerful
Illustrated periodical In this country. Its editori-
als are scholarly and convincing, and carry much
weight. Its Illustration* of current event* are fall
and fresh, and art* prepared hr our best designer*.
With adrcnlatlon oflfo.000.tlie WEEKLY \* read
by at least half a million persons, and lUInflaenco-
a* an organ of opinion is simply tremendous. The;
WEEKl Y maintain* a positive position, and ex-




HARPERS WEEKLY, one year
|4 00 includes pre payment of C. 8.
pnbll*her*.
• 4 00
B  postage by the
Subscriptions lor HARPERS MAGAZINE,
WEEKLY, and BAZAR, ioono address for one
year. $1» 00; or, two of Haper’s periodicals, to one“ Ilaper’s 
address for one vear, |7 00; postage parable by tie
subscriber* at the office where received.
postage payable by the subscribers at the office* |
where refMveff.
Back number* can be supplied at any time.
The Annual Volume* of HARPERS WEEKL Y,
Ir neat cloth binding, wfll be sent by express, free ,
of expense, for $7 W each. . A Complete set, com-
prising Seventeen Volumes, sent 00 receipt of cash _
at the fate of $5* per voL, freight nt expense oT
imrchMer.
The postage ox HARPER S WEEKL FIs*) cent*




[Suggested ou iMlng i Uttte picture of an aged
couple Mated 1b B lofssablu brfore • Are at bed-
time.]
The banka la all bustin', Nance, an’ things is goto’
ter wnarh *
The people sold fur credit what they'd oughter sell
fur cash,
An' winter's bringin’ poTerty to ererybodyW door.
The rich kin stand it pretty wefl— hit's onul on the
poor.
The workin’ man's the sufferer, Nance; he’s got
no work to do ;
An' folks are goin’ to suffer whar they sufferin’
never Anew,
An’ them that's always “shswln' off" to poor folks
what they’ve got.
You'll find, perhaps, that thoylturn out the poorest
of the lot.
I’ve Jtst been thinkin’, Nancy Jane, about the awful
muss;
How folks bad better live an* raise thar children jlst
like us.
For, as I told old Deacon Smith, he sed it all was
true;
He never in his life had seed two folks like me an*
you.
Our home’s an old log-cabin, Nance, half-hidden in
the woods :
Our familv’s rich in life and health, but poor in
“ wordlv goods.”
We halnt no flue lace curtains, or no carpet on the
floor,
Hut tbs sun is always smlllin’ through the window
an’ the door.
Our farm is small— we've got a spring, and bones,
bogs and oows :
We’ve gals to milk, an' cook, an' sew, an' boys to
tend the plows,
We’ve get no gold in banks that bust, nor owe no
man a cent ;
I tell you, Nance, the Lord is good, and we should
feel content.
We’re plain and honest country folks, an' know no
‘‘ city ain
We read the Bible every night before we kneel in
prayers.
We go to church on Sundays, Nance, and walk Just
like the reel,
An’ live like Christian people ought-we try to do
what's beet.
Our boss don’t do like dty boys, who from thar duty
shirk.
Whose parents ipise 'em up to think lisa disgrace
Our gals ain’t like them oity gals you will so often
*
Who ought to help their mothers more, an' run leas
on the street.
You don't see Thomas Henry puahin' billiards every
Bight,
Or loefln' 'bout the tavern gettin' treated till he’s
tight.
Yon don't find him runnin' round to catch some
damsel's eye,
Or courtin' of some gal that’s rich, whose daddy’s
’boot to die.
Ah ! Nance, the time has come at last when pride
must have its fall ;
The folks 11 find the workin' man the life and prop
of all;
The farmer's independent, Nsnoe, his trade will
never spoil
80 long sa he is able with his sons to till the soil.
The proud, aristocratic folks, who sot in fortune's
door,
Who thought they'd never oome to want, are
** busted up" an’ poor;
Their servants gone, their horses sold, their houses
an’ their lands,
An' everythin' except their Uvea are in the Sheriff’s
hands.
Old woman, pat your knlttin' up ; its gettin' party
111 reed%out two chapters in the Bible, if youH
wait:
Well pray to God before we sleep, as every Christian
An' Uunfkj-lim, not for what we want, but what
we’ve had, an' got.
SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALISM.
In Yiew of the apparent tendency of
modem religious controversy to narrow
down to a contest between Materialism
and Spiritualism, the following abstract
of a remarkable article which has just
appeared in the London Quarterly
Journal of Science, will, no doubt, be
interesting to readers of every shade of
opinion. The article is from the pen of the
editor of the Quarterly Journal of
Science, Mr. Wm. Crookes, a chemist
and physician of high repute in Lon-
don. He has devoted several years to a
careful scientific investigation of the
so-called phenomena of Spiritualism,
as presented by the Spiritualist, David
O. Home, of London, and a Miss Kate
fox, another English “medium.” It
may be remembered that, several years
ago, Mr. Crookes gave an account of
certain experiments which he had made
upon the so-called spiritual manifesta-
tions, as developed in the presence of
Mr. Home, and the flutter into which
the aotentitio community was thrown by
the statements presented bv* this gen-
tleman, in view of the fact that he is a
chemist of high reputation, and a sci-
entist of acknowledged position, edit-
ing not only the Quarterly Jnmal of
Science, but also ' Chemical News,
the leading chemical publication of
Great Britain. In one of the issues of
. Scribner's Monthly of last year, a very
interesting illustrated sketch of these
investigations was given. In the pres-
ent instance Mr. Crookes assures us
most positively that “the statements
he presents in this paper constitnte a
record of aciual occurrences which have
taken place in his own house, aud in the
presence of witnesses, and under os
strict test conditions as he could de-
vise ; aud that every fact is, moreover,
corroborated by the records of inde-
pendent observers at other times and
places.” Although these facts are of
the most astounding character, and seem
utterly irreconcilable with all known
theories of modern science, Mr. Crookes
.says he has satisfied himself of their
truth, and thinks it would be moral
cowardice to withhold his testimony be-
cause his previous publications were
ridiculed by critics and others who
knew nothing whatever of the subject,
and whd were too Prejudiced to see and
judge for themselves whether or not
there was truth in the phenomena. He
proposes to state simply what he has
.seen and proved by repeated experi-
ment and test, and has yet to learn that
it is irrational to endeavor to disoover
the causes of unexplained phenomena.
In classifying the various phenomena
that have presented themselves to him
in the course of his inquiries, Mr.
Crookes refers, first, to the movement
of heavy bodies, with contact but with-
out medical exertion. This, he states,
to be one of the simplest forms of the
phenomena observed, varying in de-
grees from s quivering or vibration of
the room and its contents to the actual
rising in the sir of s heavy body when
the hand of the medium is placed upon
it. These movements, and indeed most
peculiar cold air, sometimes amounting
to a decided wind, sufficient to blow
sheets of paper about the room, and to
cause a lowering of the thermometer by
several degrees.
The second class manifested them-
selves as percussive and other allied
sounds ; sometimes as delicate ticks ;
sometimes a cascade of sharp sounds,
as from an induction coil in full work ;
detonations in the air, sounds like
scratching, twittering as of a bird, etc.
These sounds were most prominently
developed in the presence of Miss Kate
Fox, and manifested themselves in all
directions around her and in every va-
riety. He assures the reader that, with
a full knowledge of the various theories
in regard to the sounds, he has tested
them all, and is well satisfied that they
are true objective occurrences, not pro-
duced by trickery or mechanical means.
The third class of phenomena consists
in the alteration of the weight of bodies,
which will be presented in detail in an
early number of the Quarterly Journal
of Science. The fourth class, namely,
the movement of heavy substances when
at a distance from the medium, he bos
seen in many instances. His own chair,
he says, has been twisted partly round,
while his feet were off the floor. A
choir was seen by all present to move
slowly up to the table from a far cor-
ner, when all were watching it. On one
occasion, an empty aim-chair, at his re-
quest, moved to where he was sitting,
and then slowly back again, a distance
of about three feet. He has repeatedly
seea, in full light, the movement of a
heavy table, and, on several occasions,
chairs turned with backs to the table,
about a foot and a half off, each occu-
pant kneeling on his chair, with bonds
resting on the back, bnt not touching
the table. The fifth class is that of the
rising of tables and chairs off the
ground, without contact with any per-
son. On five separate occasions a heavy
dining-table rose between a few inches
and a foot and a half from the floor,
under special circumstances, which ren-
dered trickery impossible, the hands and
feet of the medium being held by him
during this movement.
The sixth class is that of the levita-
tion of human beings, which has oc-
curred in the four instances in his pres-
ence. He has seen Mr. Home raised
completely from the floor of his room
in several instances. The accumulated
testimony, establishing Mr. Home’s
levitations, Mr. Crookes considers over
whelming, and he thinks it greatly to
be desired that some person, whose evi
denoe will be accepted as conclu-
sive by the scientific world, shall
seriously and patiently examine these
alleged facts. The seventh class of
phenomena consists in the moving of
various small articles without contact
with any person, which he has very fre-
quently observed, and where there could
be no suspicion of trickery. He thinks
that when he is in his own dining-room,
seated in one part of the room, with a
number of persons keenly watching the
medium, the latter could not, by any
trickeir, make an accordeon play in his
(Mr. Crooke’s) own hands, when the
keys are held downward, nor cause the
same accordeon to float about the room,
playinc all the time. He thinks it im-
possible to introduce machinery which
shall wave window curtains ; pull up
Venetian blinds eight feet off ; tie a
knot in a handkerchief and place it in a
remote corner of the room; sound
notes on a distant piano ; cause a card-
plate to float about the room; raise a
water-bottle and tumbler from the
table ; make a coral necklace raise on
end ; move abont a fan so os to fan a
effort to get loose, but it gradually
seemed to resolve itself into vapor, and
faded in that manner from his grasp.
The next, or tenth class of phenomena
comprised those of direct writing, ex-
hibited sometimes in darkness, some-
times in light, sometimes without any
apparent agency, at others through the
medium of a hand. The eleventh class
embraces the rarest phenomena, namely,
those of phantom forms and faces, which
he witnessed in a very few instances
only. The twelfth class covers phe-
nomena that seem to point to the
agency of an exterior intelligence other
than that of the medium or some person
in the room. Although the hypothesis
has been suggested that the medium is
the source of this intelligence, by those
who think thoy see in this an explana-
tion of many of the facts, yet Mr.
Crookes has reason to believo that in
certain instances, at least they result
from the agency of on outside intelli-
gence, not belonging to any human be-
iug present. Under the thirteenth
head, Mr. Crookes includes a variety of
miscellaneous occurrences of a complex
character, not easily grouped under any
any of the preceeding divisions, to
which, however, he refers only briefly,
reserving the details for the volume
which he is now preparing.
LYING FOR A WAGER.
One day a father sent his son to the
mill with com to grind, but before be
went he recommended him not to grind
it in the mill in which he should hap-
>en to meet with a man named “ Beard-
ess.” The boy came to a mill, but
here he found Beardless.
“God bless you, Beardless,” said he.
“God bless you, too, my son,” re-
plied the man.
“Can I grind my corn here?” asked
the boy.
“Wny not?” responded Beardless;
“my com will be soon ready, and you
can grind yours as long as you like.
' But the boy recollected his father’s
advice, and left the mill and went to an-
other. But Beardless took some oom
and hurried, by a shorter way, to the
mill toward which the bov had gone,
and reached there before him, and put
some of his com into the mill to be
ground.
When the boy arrived, he was greatly
surprised to find Beardless there, and so
he went away from this and approaohed
a third mill. But Beardless hurried by
a short cut, and reached this mills also
before the boy, and gave some of his
oom to be ground.
He did the same at a fourth mill, so
the boy got tired, and, thinking he
should find Beardless in every mill, put
down his sack, and resolved to grind in
this mill, although Beardless was there.
When the boy’s com came to be
ground, Beardless said to him :
“Hearken, my son. Let ns make a
cake of your flour.”
The boy was thinking all the time of
his fathers words, but he could not help
himself. So he said :
“ Very good, *e will make one.”
Beardless got np and began' to mix
the flour with water, which the boy
brought him, and he kept mixing till all
the com was ground, and all the flour
made into a very large loaf. Then they
made a fire, pnt the bread to bake, and
when it was baked, took it and placed
it against a wall Then Beardless said:
“ My son, listen to me. If we were
to divide the loaf between us, it would
not be enough for either of us, so let us
tell each other soQie lies, and whoever
tells the greatest lie shall have the
whole loaf for himself.”
The boy thought, “I cannot now
draw back, so I may as well do my
best and go on. ” So he said alond to
Beardless :
the room shall be dark, as the light® are
in many cases faint. He states that he
has seen a solid, self-luminous body, of
the size and nearly the shape of a
turkey’s egg, float noiselessly about the
room, being visible for more than ten
minutes, and striking tlio table three
times, with a sound like that of a hard
solid body, before fading away. He
has seen a self-luminous crystaline body
placed in his hand by a hand which did
not belong to any person in the room,
and a luminous cloud floating upward
to a picture. In the daylight he has
seen luminous clouds hover over a
heliotrope on a side- table, break off a
sprig, aud carry the sprig to a lady ;
and on several occasions he has seen a
similar luminous cloud visibly condense
to the form of a hand, and carry about
small obiects
This leads him to the next or ninth
class, namely, the appearance of hands,
either self-luminous or visible by ordi-
nary light. Of these phenomena he
gives numerous instances. In one cose,
a small hand roue up from an opening
in the ding-table, and gave him a flower;
it appeared and disappeared three times,
at intervals, affording Mr. Crookes
ample opportunity of satisfying himself
of its reality, as it occurred in the light,
in his own room, while he was holding
the medium’s hands and feet. The
bauds and fingers do not always appear
solid and life-like, sometimes indeed
seeming like a nebulous cloud, partly
condensed in the form of a hand. He
has more than once lean first an object
move, then a luminous cloud appear to
form about it, and, lastlv, the cloud
condense into shape and become a per-
fectly formed hand. At this stage it
was visible to all present Sometimes
if was life-like and graceful, the fingers
moving and the flesh apparantly as
human as that of any person in the
room. At the arm or wrist it became
hazy, and passed off into a luminous
cloud. To the touch the hand ap-
peared sometimes icy cold and dead, at
others, warm, grasping his own with the
firm pressure of an old friend. In one
instance he retained one of these hands
in his own, firmly resolved not to let it
skins and made three bags, wherein I
gathered up all the honey. I pat the
sacks full of honey on the cock’s back,
and hastened home. When I reached
home, I found that my father had just
been born, and they sent me to heaven
to get some holy water.
“ Whilst I was thinking how I should
go to heaven, I remembered the millet
which had fallen into the sea. When I
reached the sea, I found the millet hod
grown up nuite to heaven, so I climbed
it and reached the sky. And on getting
into heaven, I saw the millet was quite
ripe, and that one whom I met there
had reaped it, and had already made a
loaf from it, and had broken some
pieces into warm milk, which he was
eating. I greeted him, saying :
“ 1 God help you 1’ and he answered,
* God help thee also 1’ and then he gave
me holy water, and I returned.
“ But I found that meanwhile there
had been a great rain, so tha^ the sea
hod risen and carried away my millet.
Then I grew very anxious as to how I
should get down again to earth.
“At last I remembered that I have
long hair, so long that when I stand
upright it reaches down to the ground,
and when I sit it reaches to my ears ;
so I took my knife and cut one hair of
ter another, and tied them together as I
went town them.
“Meanwhile it grew dark, so I tied a
knotfln the hair, and resolved to rest on
that Toot through the night.
“Bnt how should Ido without a fire ?
The tinder-box I had by me, but I had
no wood I Then I remembered I had
somewhere in mv overcoat a sewing-
needle, so I found it, cut it in pieces, and
made a great fire, and when I was well
warmed, laid myself down near the fire
to sleep.
“I slept soundly, but, unfortunately,
a spark of fire burnt the hair through,
and so head over heels I fell to the
ground, and sank into the earth up to
my girdle. I looked about to see how I
could get out, and, seeing no help near,
I burned home for a spade, and came
back and dug myself out Then I took
the holy water to my father. 'When I
arrived home, I found the reapers work
ing in the cornfield. The corn was so
high that the reapers were almost burnt
np. Then I shouted to them :
“‘Why do you not bring our mare
here which is two days long and a day
and a half broad, and on whose back
large trees are growing ? Bring her,
that she may make a little shadow on
the field !’
“ My fatherquickly brought the mare,
and the reapers worked on quite pleas-
antly in her shadow. Then I took a
vessel to bring some water. But the
water was frozen, so I took my head
and broke the ioe with it Then I filled
the vessel with water and carried it to
the reapers. When they saw me, they
all shouted ;
“ 4 But where is your head ?’
“ I put up my hand to feel for my
head, and found, alas ! that I had no
head on my shoulders. I had forgotten
it, and had left it by the water. So I
returned quickly, but a fox had got
there before me, aud was drawing the
brain from my head to eat Then I
approached slowly and struck the fox
furiously, and he began to run, and, in
running, dropped a little book from his
pocket I opened the book, and there
I read;
‘“The whole is for me, and Beard-
less is to get nothing !’ ”
So the boy caught np the loaf and
ran off home, and Beardless remained
looking after him.
BISHOP BERKBLIfil »US POM.
[We reproduce below the celebrated poem of
Blihop Berkeley, in which the oft-quoted line,
“ Westward the oourae of empire takea tta way,"
occur* :]
vims kb ok Tire FRoencT of plahtiko abti axd
LKAHNWe IK AM KUO A.
The Mane, diegurted at an age and clime
Barren of erery glorioua theme,
In distant landa now waits a better time,
Producing subjects worthy fame.
In haiipy climes, where from the genial ron
Ann virgin earth each aoenes enane.
The force of Art by nature seema outdone,
And fancied beauties by the true :
In happy climes, the Beat of innocence,
Where nature guides and virtue rules,
Where men shall not impose for truth and sense
The pedantry of ooirta and schools :
There shall be anng another golden age,
The rise of empire aud of arts,
The good and great inspiring Epic rage,
The wisest heads and noblest hearts.
Not such as Europe breeds In her decay ;
Such as she bred wheu fresh aud young,
When heavenly flame did animate her clay,
By future poets shall be sung.
Westw ard the eourae of Empire takes its way ;
The four first Acta already past,
A fifth shall close the Drama with the day ;
Time’s noblest offspring la the laat.
company, or set in motion a pendulum
when inclosed in a glass case firmly
cemeuted to the wall, The eighth class
is that of luminous appearances, which, “ Very well ; but you must begin.”
according to MtiCli)ke’s, re(jAiya that ] Then Beardless told many different
lies, aud when he got quite tired of ly-
ing, the boy said to him :
“Eh! my dear Beardless, if that is
aH^ou know, it is not much. Only lis-
ten, and have patience a little, whilst I
tell you a real truth. In my young
days* when I was an old man, we had
very manJHJetyiives, and it was my bus-
iness every morning to count them.
Now, I alway^counted the bees easily
enough, but I never could count the
beehives. I
“ One morning, whilst counting the
bees, I saw that the best bee was mis-
sing, so I put a saddle on the cock and
mounted, and started in search of my
bee. I traced it to the sea- shore, and
saw that it had gone over the sea, so I
followed it. When I got over, I saw
that a man had caught my bee, and was
plowing a field with it, in which he was
about to sow millet, I called to him :
“ That is my bee I How did you get
it ?’
“And the man said:
“ ‘ Well, brother, if it is yours, take
it’
“And he gave me back my bee, and
also a sock full of millet Then I put
the sack on my back, aud moved the
saddle from the cook to the bee. Then
I mounted it, and led the cock behind
me, that he might rest a little.
Whilst I was crossing the sea, some-
«f the phenomena, are preceded by a escape. There was no straggle, no
how one of the strings of the saok broke,
and all the millet fell into the water.
“ When I had got over it was already
night, so I dismounted, and let the bee
loose to graze. The oock I fastened
near me, and gave him some hay ; after
that I lay down to sleep. When I
awoke in the morning, I found the
wolves had killed my bee and eaten it
up; and the honey was lying all over
the valley ankle-deep, and on the hills
it lay knee-deep. .
“Then I began to think in what I
could gather up all the honey. I re-
membered I bad a little ax by me, so I
went into the forest to try to kill some
beast, in order to make a saok from its
•kin. In the forest I saw two deer
dancing on one leg ; so I broke the leg
with my little ax, and caught them
both.
“From the two deer I drew three
“Thought He’d Heard the Name.”
A correspondent at Washington sends
the following to the St. Louis Repub-
lican : “An amusing incident occurred
at a recent White House levee. As
Senator Bogy, Bart Able, and old Van,
of Kansas City, entered the Blue Room
they met Governor Hendricks, who held
out his hand to the Senator, saying,
‘ Good evening Senator Bogy, I am glad
to see you.’ The Senator looked at the
Governor inquiringly. ‘I know your
face,’ WT said, ‘it is quite familiar, but
I caufl call your name.’ Replied the
Governor: “My name is Hendricks.’
ndricks, Hendricks,’ mused the
ator from Missouri ; ‘ the name is
iar, but I can’t call you to mind,
at State are you from ?’ ‘ Lam from
diana,’ was the bland and somewhat
used response of the Governor,
diana, Indiana?' mused Mr. Bogy,
at district do you represent?’
‘ Oh,’ said Hendricks, maintaining an
admirable gravity under the circum-
stances, ‘lam (Governor of Indiana.’
‘Oh,’ responded tlie Senator from Mis-
souri, ‘I thought the name was familiar.
I am glad to see you Governor Hend-
ricks.7” _
Reminiscence of Lord Palmerston.
Then we have some criticism upon the
unsociable character of modern fashion-
able society, some remarks npon the art
of conversation, and some reminiscences
of Lord Palmerston. At a dinner-table,
or in general society, Lord Palmerston,
though always genial, did not always
shine ; but when you were at home with
him, or when you were at work with
him, or when you were walking with
him, he was a charming companion.
And what was said about his avoidance
of the past, and his intense interest in
the present and the future, is exactly
true. I saw a great deal of him in the
last ten years of his life, and I only re-
member two or three instances when he
went back upon the past ; but, as re-
gards our hopes and prosects for the
future, he was always ready to discourse
at large, whether the subject was agri-
culture or law, or politics or political
economy.^ _ . ' •,
A Florida tides was killed recently
at Enterprise, Fla., which measured
eleven feet from its snout to the tip of
its tail, and weighed 862 pounds. . It
jielded its slayer the munificent sum of
Humor.
What a barber mustn't do— Lather
his wife.
The best way to raise strawberries—
with a spoon.
Why is a poker like an angry word ?
Because it stirs up a smouldering fire.
Queby— Can it be called a feat of
skill when a person throws up his situa-
tion?
When is an encampment most likely
to burn well? When the tents are
pitched.
Why is a solar eclipse like a woman
whipping her boy? Because it’s a hid-
ing of the sun.
A little girl of eight or ten summers
being asked what dust was, replied that
it was mud with the juice squeezed out
“ Who cut your clothes, Tommy ?”
asked a visitor of a curiously ragged
boy. “Well,” said he ingenuously,
“ma cuts my pants, and pa cuts my
jacket.”
“ Should I be discovered, I am lost 1”
exclaimed the hero of a melodrama, as
he concealed himself in a closet on the
stage. “Should you be discovered,
you will be found,” was the amendment
of a wag in the gallery.
Apbeacheb took up a collection on
Sunday, and found when his hat was
returned that there wasn’t a penny in it
“I am thankful,” said he, turning the
hat npside down and tapping the crown
of it with bis hand, “that I have got
my hat back from-this congregation.”
“ Wife, what hatKbecome of the
grapes?” “I suppos^ my ^detir, the
hens picked them off,” was thKbland
reply. “ Hens— hens!— some two-le^ed
hens, I guess,” said the husband, witbx
some impetuosity ; to which she firmly \
replied, “My dear, did you ever secy
any other kind ?”
A Slight Mlstake.— A rural gentle-
man visiting a friend, found at the back
of the house, after dusk, an immense
snake lying on the grass. He procured
an axe, uud wheu he had chopped the
reptile into about a dozen pieces he dis-
covered it to be a garden-hoe which
should have been hung up in the tool-
house.
Foul Promotion.— “Why did the
general take you on his staff?” was
asked of a young Hussar not long ago
by an enthusiast. “ Oh ! I’ll tell you ;
because I cut - ” “ Through the ranks
of the enemy, jou hero 1” interrupted
the enthusiast (she was a lady). “ Oh 1
dear no, nothing of the sort ; it was be-
cause I cut up a turkey so well !”
A wag went to the station of one of
the railroads one evening, and finding
the best car full, said in a low tone,
“ Why, this car isn’t going !” Of course
this caused a general stampede, and the
wag took the best seat. In the midst
of the indignation the wag was asked ;
“ Why did you say this car wasn’t go-
ing?” “Well, it wasn’t then,” replied
the wag, “ but it is now.”
Simplicity.— A distinguished journal-
ist announces that he has positively re-
ceived the following request: “Sir, I
should feel much lionored by having
your autograph for my album. If you
deem the request unwarranted on my
part, pray pardon me, but at the same
time send the refusal in your own hand-
writing, and with your own signature,
that I may know the refusal is au-
thentic.”
“ Pa,” said a son to his father, “ what
is meant by a ‘ chip of the old block ?’ ”
“ Why, my son, do you ask the ques-
tion r “Because I was in Enfield this
morning, and told them gentlemen
while hunting I saw fifty squirrels up
one tree. Tliey kept tiyihg to make
me say that I did not see but forty-nine ;
and because I wouldn’t say so they said
I was a ‘ ohipof the old block.’ ” “ Hem I
Well, my son, they only meant that you
were smart and honest, like your pa.
You can go out to play now.”
Nutritive Yalue of Wheat Meal.
The London Dietetic Reformer
shows, by scientific data, that wheat
meal, which is cheaper than bolted
meal or fine flower, contains one-third
more nutriment than flour does, from
which the bran has been sifted. Fine
(flour, according to this journal, is not
food at all, in the proper sense of the
term ; that is, the elements of the grain
which are separated in the process of
bolting, being essential to perfect nu-
trition, those who use fine flour are
obliged to subsist mainly on other
things, or lose their health— that no
one, therefore, who makes baker’s bread
a principal article of diet can long main-
tain health, while those who use wheat-
meal bread, unfermented and unadul-
terated, can maintain their health with
a very email addition of other foods. s
______ ________ __________ _____ _________ _ * _ , _ _  _ _ [t _ _  - _ _
Slfilflcant Facto.
A peculiar and promising feature of
the trade of the count™ is found in the
very largo shipment of grain from thee
West this winter. The remarkable in-
crease of shipments may be seen from
the following statement, of flour and
grain from the ports of Chicago, Mil-
waukee, Toledo and Dubuque, by lake
and rail, from January 1 to 17, and





Flour, brls............ 403,679 161,308
Wheat, bu .....













Total min, bn ..... 4,649,234 1,300,688 1,363,072
As the prices paid in the West for all
kinds of grain have been very good-
good it is evident, first, that the fanners
nave been receiving an unusually large
amount of money for their products;
second, that, as a consequence, the
country merchants of the Northwest
have been doing a good trade, and that
their demands for goods from the East
will come early and be very large.—
New York Mail _
Curious, if True.
A correspondent of the New York
Timet relates the following incident in
connection with the sinking of the Ville
du Havre : “ Among the passengers was
a French priest, who never for a moment
lost his self-control in the frenzy which
raged around him, or missed, os far as
I could see, a single opportunity
of comforting or nerving those who were
about to die. ‘Are you a Catholic?’ I
heard the father ask of a passenger near
him. 4 1 am, ’ was the reply. 1 Make an
act of contrition, then, and I will ab-
solve jon,’ said the priest ; and these
were ms last words on earth. The ves-
sel sank immediately, and the father
was drowned ; but the gentleman with
whom he conversed was among the
saved.” _ __ _
Six Millions. — About two years
ago, Dr. J. Walker, an old and promi-
nent physician of California, discovered
by actual experience upon his own sys-
tem, a medicine which may honestlv be
termed “a boon to sufferinghumanity.”
Being a combination of herbalistio ex
tracts, pungent and sour to the taste,
and yet possessed of gentle stimulative
characteristics— although entirely free
from alcohol— he named it Vinegar
Bitters, and despite the prejudice ex-
isting among his profession, against all
patent medicines, he determined to
brave the jeers of his brother practi-
tioners, and give to suffering hu-
manity the benefit of his accidental dis-
covery. He did so, and the benefits
from its use became known. The de-
mand increased, and immense quanti-
ties were sold, at a merely nominal
price. Its merit is told in the fact that
“ in two years over six millions of bot-
tles have been sold and still the de-
mand increases. Surely such a man
should be ranked among the benefactors
of the human race. 29
Clinched It.— Two topers, the bright
and shining lights of a coterie of bar-
room loungers, made a wager as to
which could tell the biggest lie, the
loser to stand tieat as the penalty. To-
per No. 1 proceeded to make the as-
tounding statement that “the other
Wood's Hoofthold JUffaslao.
The February numbor of Wooft Uoutehold
Magarine is really a marvel of what can be
furniuhed for only one dollar a year: con-
sidering the cost and the qnality this is the
cheapest magasiae which comes to onr table.
Its articles have a chastenoss abopt them
which is not always found in periodical litera-
ture, which adapts it to fill a place now too
largely occupied by cheap publications that are
positively iniurious to the young, without
being immeral. We have not room to specify
the articles which fill the pages before us— but
they are many and excellent. The magaiine
------ --- — publisher _____ ____
hereafter the magazine will ahpayt be Illus-
trated. Subscriptions may begin with any
number. Only one dollar a year, or with
chromo Yosemite, 41.M. Address Wood's1.60.
Uoutekold Magazine, Newburgh, N. Y.
Brown's Bronchial Trachea tor CeaghS
and Colds.
A C0C0H, COLD OR K)1R THROAT
Reqalres inmsSlats atteaUoa, and iheald be
0 becked. If aliewed te centlnee, Ibbitatios or
TBS LOSOI, A PiaiASSBY f MOAT AFfBOTIOK, OB
as licoBASbi Los# DiaiAis la often the retail.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TBOCHX8,
Havtnf a dtreet Influence on the parte, (tve lame-
dtate reUet for Baososina, Altana, Gatabbh,
Coitvartivs abd Tbboat Dubaiis, TaooBaaart
uni with aiveft ftod mpmm.
liBSflas abd Public ImaNbbI ' / I
Will And Tboobu useful In dairies the vale# whea
taken before flinging or Speaking, and relieving the
throat aner an unueuai exertion of Ike voeal orgeat-
Obtain only " Baowa’t Bbobcuial Tbocbii,**
and do not taae unp of tht worthlati Imltatloni
that naav ne oBtrtd. Sold eetrvwJtere.
HOUSEHOLD Whp will Von SafUtril
To all pertoni tufftrltg
from Rhtumatlim, Neuralgia,
Crarnpi in tht limbaor atom-
ach, Bltloua Colie, Pali In the
back, bowels or elds, we would
•ay Tai Hodiibolo Pasaosa
abd Family LimibbrtIb of ail
ottitra tht remtdy you want






other side and clinched it”
•* Hoatekeeper *' of Health.
The liver being the great depurating or blood
cleansing organ of the system-set this great
“housekeeper of our health” at work, and
the fool corruptions which gender in the
blood, and rot out, as it were, the machinery
of life, are gradually expelled from the ey
tern. For this purpose Dr. Pierce’s Ooldc
Medical Discovery, with very small daily d<
of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets, __
pre-eminently the articles needed. They cure
every kind of humor from the worst scrofula
to the common pimple, blotch or eruption.




mighty curative influence. Virulent blood
poisons that lurk in the uyetem are by them
robbed of their terrors, and by their persever-
ing and somewhat protracted use the most
tainted systems may bo completely renovated
and built up anew. Enlarged glands, tumors
and swellings dwindle away and disappear un-
der the influence of these great resolvents.
Docxon’s couldn’t help him.
Meiqsville, Morgan Co., O., March 24, 1872.
Dear Db. Pierce: When I was 12 or 15
years of age I took what is called King’e Evil,
and by constant doctoring it would heal in one
place and break out in another. It also broke
out in my left ear. I first found your name in
the Christian Advocate, an^ sent 10 miles for
the first bottle, which did me more good than
all other medicines I ever used. I am 28 years
old and doctored with five doctors, and not
one of them helped me so much as your bottle
of Discovery. I have got well and able to do
a good day’s work. _ John A Wilson.
The Little Corporal.
This ia indisputably the best and cheapest
magazine for boys and girls extant. Contents
of the February number : “ The Lucky-Stone”
(Cap. II), “ Pierre and Patty” (poem), “Lill’s
Adventure,” ’“Down by the Sea" (poem),
‘•More About Chubby Ruff," ‘‘Life on an
Island” (Chap. VIII), “ Shoeing the Steed”
(Illustrated), “JaokFroet and Miss Snow,”
“ About Natty,” “ Eddie’e Pet,” “ Eyes and
Ears,” “Prudy’a Pocket," “Work and Play.”
Subscription price, $1.60 per annum. John
E. Miller, publieher, Chicago, 111. +
It is now generally admitted by hon-
est physicians that when once the consuLip-
tion is fairly fastened upon the lungs, no hu-
man power can save the patient from death.
They also say that about fifty per cent, of
those who die from this disease can trace the
cause to a neglected congh.or cold, which
might have been cured by a email bottle of
Liquid Opodeldoc, or what is the same thing,
Johnson' t Anodyne Liniment,— [Coat.
Out this notice ont and bring it with
you. We are authorized to refund the cash to
any person or persons who shall buy and use
Parsons' Purgative Pills and fail or relief and
satisfaction.— [Com. _ ; _
For the rich with few children it may do to
buy a shoe without Tips, but those who are
blessed with little money and many children
it is ruinous to buy any others than SILVER
TIPPED Shoes.— [Com.







I The Standard Liniment of tho United Statei
IS GOOD FOR
I Bums and Scalds, Jtkeumatim,\CkUbtains, Hemorrhoids or PiUs,
Sprains and Bruises, Sort K inpies,
[Chapped Hands, . Caltd Breasts,
Flesh Wounds, Fistula, Mange, .
I Frost Bites, Svatins, Sseeessey,




Bites cf Animals, Boup in Poultry,TooihatM Lame Bad;, Jc„ tfe.
Large Slse $1.00. Medium 50c. Imallfific.
I mall Mat tor Pamtly Qaa, II oiata.
I Tho Gargling Oil haa been in uae aa a
liniment since 1883. All we aak ia a fair
trial, but be aureand follow directions.
Aak your neareat Drunlatordealer in Pat-
ent Medirinea for ant of our Almanaca, and
I read what the people say about the Oil.
The Gargling Oil ia for aale by ail re-
spectable dealers throughout the United
I Slates and other countries.
1 Our testimonials date from 1833 to the pres
[ont.BwUrouuao/Wtal Wealao manufacture
merchutPs Worm Tablets.
. We deal fhir ami liberal with all, and
| defy contradiction. Manufactured at
| Lockport, N. Y., U. 8. A., by
I Merchant’s Gargling Oil Co.,
JOHN HODGE, Secretary.
It haa curad tha above com-
Plaints In thousands of eotti.
There la no mlalake about ti
Try It Bold by all Drufgiits.
THIRTY YKARS* RXPBRIHHCB OF AH
OLD NURSE.
MRS. WINSLOW’S BOOTHINQ STROP IB THE
PRE8CIPTION OP one of the beat Female Physi-
cian! and Nuraea lu tha United States, and haa
been used for thirty ye art with never falling
safety and aucceta by mllllona ofmothars and
children, from tho feeble Infant of one week old to
the adnlt. It corrects acidity of the atomach, re-
lieves wind colic, regnlatea the bowels, and gives
rest, health anl comfort to mother and child. W#
believe it to be the Best and Barest Remedy In the
World In all cases of DT8ZKTBRT and DIAR-
RHEA IN CHILDREN, whether It arista from
Teathlng or from any other cause. Pull directions
for using will accompany each bottle. None Genu-
ine unless the facsimile of CURTIS A PERKINS la
on the outside wrapper.
SOLD BT ALL MEDIC INI DIALERS.
CHILDREN OFTEN LOOK PALE AND
RICK,
frem no other earns# than havtM worms in tbs
atomach.
BROWN’S VKRMIPUOE COMPIT8
will deetroy Worms without injury to the child,
being perfectly WHITE, and free from all color-
ing or other tufurtous Ingredients usually used In
worm preparattoaa.
CURTIS A BROWN, Paoprletors.
Ho. R15 Pulton Street, H*w York.
and Chemists, and dsalsre in
aarv-pivn ousts a Box.
Bold by Druggists
Medicines, at Twixt
“ NOTHING BETTER." Cutler Bros. Boston
Dr. John Ware, celebrated Viobtabli
PULMOBAIT Balsam, for Colds uad Consumption.
$25 r.S“ Srsi-T.
pay it Apply now. G. Webber 4k Co. Marton.O
8~'-
THE GOLDEN EGG
Por Agents. Large lucnme guaranteed. Inclote
lUmp forclrcular.R. AUlion, 118 Chamber! St.N.Y.
$25«’»”Waranteed uing ourif and Drill*. Catalogue freeW.W.aiLHt,ft.Loui*J(o.$1,000 k’SjU’bS,’
Cl”, N° J ^ A44r•,, B- y’ Cbambb, JerVey
for u full ooaree of Telegraphing when
taken with BUSINESS COURSE. Por
circulars address Jones Com’l College,
St. Louis, Mo. Open Day and Night.
ite |100 tnv ested in Wall
itreet often Isada to a for-
tune. No risk. 82-pager _ pamphlet free. Yalbb-
tirk, Tcmbeidoi A Co., Bankers
and Broken. 88 Wall street, N. Y.
THIS IS NO HUMBUG.
By lending 36 cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of your
future huiband or wife, with name and date of
marriage. W. Pox, P.O. Drawer 22, Pultonvllle.N. Y.
A brilllantand attrac-
tive Monthly, beautlftil-





.. _ CHHOINO to every sub-
wriher. 62.60 per year, send SR cents fop
Nam pie Copy, Pros nectUR, and Premium List,
or 60 cents for Sample Copy, Chromo Ac.
Canvassers wanted everywhere.
Address, THOMAS G. NEWMAN,




Extraordinary Inducements in the climate,
health, mines, stock-growing, farming, rapid de-
velopment, and money-making. Information free.
Address A. H. PATTERSON, Secretary, Fort Col-
lins, Colorado.
JU t0 JAU of working people, of either lex. ySSJJ
or old, make more money at work for u* in their epare
momenU, or all the time, than at any thing else. PartJcu
an free. AddreeeG.STXBSOR A Co.; Portland, Maine.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor,
FOR RE8TQRINB GRAY HAIR





all turn the hair gray,
and either of them In-
cline it to shed prema-
turely.
Avia’s Ham Vigor,
by long and extensive
use. has proven that
it stops the falling of
.the hair Immediately ;
of ten renews the
growth, and alwaya
isnrely restores its
color, when faded or
_ __ __ . _ gray. It stimulates the
healthy activity, and preserves1 1wth^he^l^a?r, and
its beauty. Thus brsshy, weak or sickly hair be-
comes glossy, pliable and atrengtheaed; lost hair
'•grows with lively expression: falling hair Is
checked and stabliahed; thin hair thickens and
faded or gray hair resume tkelr original color. Ite
operation Is sure and hsrm.ess. It cures sndruff,
heals all humors, and keeps the scalp cool, clean
and soft— under which conditions, diseases of tha
scalp are impoeslble.
As a dressing feur ladles' hair, tho Vioou Is
praised for Its grateful and agreeable perfume,
and valued for the eoft luster and richness of tone
tt Imparts.
PBXFA1KD XT
Sr. J. C. AVER ft CO. Lovall, Bm,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Aid by an Druggists and Dealiri in Mtiicine.




The MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN
COMPANY have arranged a new system,
under which they now offer their well-
known Organs
For Bent, with Privilege of Purchase,
at prices and on terms extraordinarily
favorable.
Payments may ran through one to
fear years.
All Rent which has been paid allowed
and deducted on Organs purchased and
paid for within one year.
An organ may' be returned after six
months at cost of only reasonable rent,
if for any reason it is not wanted longer.
If an Organ be retained, and rent paid
four years, it becomes the property of
the party hiring, without farther pay-
ment
Organs will be rented on this plan to
any part of the country accessible to our
worerooms or agencies. Only knowledge
of the unrivaled excellence of our organs,
and practical experience that they will be
found so attractive in use that scarcely
any of them will ever be returned, warrant
this offer to supply them on such terms.
GW Terms of Ron ting, containing full particu-
lors, with descriptions of Styles, Rents and
Prices; also, 111 nitrated CaUlegues and Testi-
monial Circulars, lent Free. Addrem
MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
Boston, New York, or Chicago.
Every Keeper of Beef
should eubscrlbe for the
oldest and best scien-
tific and practical Jour-
nal of Apiculture In the
World. Tho most suc-
cessful and experienced
Apiarians In America
Send asT6 oonlr,bnte 10 lta PnP™- $* » year*
AddroSjll,P fTH0MA8a MEDIAN,






with the Orseu Tea flavor. War-
ranted to tult all tastes.Por aale
•Yenwhere. And sold at wholei
sal# only by Great Atlantic and
Paclflc Tea Co., 3S A 37 Vssep
street, N.Y. P.O.BoxBSOS.
Bead for Thea-Heetar Circular.
U F AuT UR G C0-J46 Clark or 114 Madison 8 L, Chicago
ilii
II BEST DOLLAfi NONfflT.
$5 to SIS sf#
THE YOSHDVUTK VALLEY,
14x30 Inches, la 17 Oil Colors.
Magastne, eue year, with Mounted Chromo... $200
Magaslne, one year, with Unmounted Chromo. 1 60
Magaiine, alone, out year ....................... 1 00
Examine onr Clubbing and Premium Lists.
Two Flrat-class Periodicals for the price
•f one. We solicit Experteaccd Can vasaere
and others to send at once tor terms and Specimen
NafasUe. Addrsss fl* E. HHUTKS, Publieher,
41 Park Bow, H, I. City, or Newburgh, IT. T.
Dr. J. Walker’s _____
egar Bitters arc a purely Vegei
preparation, made '•Mefly from the
tire herb* found on the lower ranges of
the Sierra Nsvada mountain* of Califor-
nia, the medicinal nroportie* of which
are extracted therefrom ‘Vithout tho use
of Alcohol. The Question is almost
dolly asked, “What Is the cause of the
unparalleled success #f Vinegar Bit-
ters f” Our answer la, that they remove
the cause of disease, and the patient re-
cover* his health. They are the great
blood puriflerand a life-giving principle,
a perfect Benovator and Invtyorator
of the system. Never before in the
history of the world has a medicine beta
compounded possessing the remarkable
qualities of Vur boar Bitters in heRling the
sick of every disease man is heir to. They
are a gentle Pargative os well as a Tonic,
relieving ConroHtum or Inflammation of
the Liver and Visceral
Dirteascs. V
The properties c'. Dr. WAunttfs
V inboar Bittbrs are Aj>erient, Diaphoretic,
Carminative, Nutritious, Laxative, Diuretic,
Sedative, Counter-Irritant, Sudorific, Altera-
tive. and Anti-Bilio**
It. *«. tuLiXl.VAL!) it, CO.. •
OrugprMs ami G*it. Agt*., Smi Krone l*c«, Oallforsle,
and tiy. of WRuhgurten and Ctufttnn fits.. N. V.
Hold by ntt DruRRlsta nnd Drsslere.
O . gani, in Bilious
THE GREAT ALTERATIVE
I AND BLOOD PURIFIER
It i* not a quack nostrum.
The ingredients are published
on each bottle of medicine. It
is used and recommended by
Physician* wherever it has
been introduced. It will
positively cure SCROFULA






eases arising from an impure
condition of the blood. Bend
for outRobadali* Almanac, in
which you will find certificates
from reliable and trustworthy
Physicians, Ministers of the
Gospel and others.
pr. B. Wflion Carr, of Baltimore,
sa>a ha haa used 11 in cssm of Bcrofnla
and other diseases with much satisfac-
tion.
Dr. T.0.Pngh, of Baltimore, recoin-
mends It to si persons suffering with
diseased Blood, uylog It is superior to
axy preps ration be has ever vied.
Rev. Dabney Boll, of the Baltin
K. E. Cenlerence South, says he
been so much benefltted by Its use, tint
he cheerfully recommends It to all
friends and acqusintauces.
Craven A Co., Druggists, tt Gordons-
ville, Vs., say it never has failed to give
sUtfaction. i
•ttt’l 0. McFadden, Murfreesboro’,
Tennessee, ttys it cured him of Rheu-
_ when all else failed.













6 8. Commerce BL, Baltimore, Md,
Semsssber to ask your Bi ugglst tor Boudali*.
(£t re 4) EACH WEEK. Agents wanted, particu-
W l U lara fret. J. Worth A Co., It. Louts, Mo.
EXTERMINATORS




Cures the Worst Pains
ix rxoM
ONI. TO TWINTY EINUTZ8,
t HOT ONI HOUB,
amx xxiDiee ms apvxstiixmxxt.
Vs$d any ont Inflbr with rsin.\
MRdway'sIUndy Eellef bn Carefkrsvm
Fata.
IT WAS TBS niST AOS •
THS ONLY PAIN NIMSDY
that lastaxtly Btofe the most axeradellM salas, sh
lays Iniamjnatioaa, and curee OoagssUoM. whether
of the Liags, Stomach, Bowels, or elhtr glands or
wsase. hy one application.
IN 7E0M ONI TO TWBNTT MINUTES,
so matter hew violeat or axcrudating lb# Mia tbs
RHEUMATIC, Bed ridden. Infirm. Crippled. Icr*
on. Mewalgtc, or prectrated with dlccsee may sedhr.
RADWAY’S READY BNI.tvv
WILL ArroiD INSTANT 1A«E
Headaeke, Teetkaeke, C*Urrfc»
Cold Cktlla, Ague, Chm™,f,n’
as a stimulant
FEVER AND ACtIC.
— Fifty Onto pnr BgUa
HEALTH. BEAtfff.
STRONG AND PITRE RICH BLOOD-IN-
CREASE OF FLESH AND WRIGHT-





Has Made tha Meet aatontshla* Cereal #••
twiek, ee rapid are Iks ekaotee the Body
odergoee, nsder tks iJixeaee of tkls
irmly Wsaderfhl Medlelse, ikat
Every Day in InciW In Flesh and
Weight Is Seen and Felt
THE 8RE/tf BLOOD PURIFIER.
Tie Best Paper ! Try It!!
The Relent tfle American Is the chsspsst and
best Illustrated weekly paper published. Every
number contains from iO to 16 origins! engravings
of new machinery, novel Inventions. Bridges, En-
gineering works, Architecture. improved Farm
Implements, and every new discovery In them-
tstry. A year's uum here contain 832 psges and
engravings, thousands of vol
ed for binding and reference.
 II j . jvm - n i
sevcrsl hundred en
January 8, 1874. May be had of all News Dealers.
'Mtlned on the best terms.
____ xmSm
week they Issue. Bend for Pamphlet, 110 paxes
ior °buiniDg
pltJStl; Aiir9n ,or U,, p,lPfr or ooncemlng
MUNN A CO., 37 Park Row, New York,
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Carbolated Cod Livef Oil
Is a scientific eomblnatlOD of two well-known medi-
cines. itsthoory Is first to arrest the r*..ay, then
build up the system. Physlclsns find the doctrine cor-
nctihnhdlTttartltogcvea performed by W1U-
tering Into the circulation, It at once granples with
corruption, and decay ceaeee. It purifies the sources
of disease.
^ Cod Liver Otlis Nature's best assistant to resisting
Consumption.
J* II. WILLSON, 83 John St., New York.
rp ______ 1 HURLBUT A EDSAULCBicaoo.
WUTXU Aar s. iaiCHAKDSON * CoTbr. Louis.
..... sasasSBsucceeds In arreetlsame with new
and thlstheSA
creasing.
Not only does theSAUAr axiuun Rmolvxxt excel
all known renredlal ageuts In tne core of Chronic,
(krpfhlons,Unamutional, and Skin dieeaeeei bat it
Is the only positive cure for
Kidney smd Bladdwr CompUlnto,
Urinary and Womb diseesec, Gravel, Diabetee,
therearebridi-dMtd* poilte. or the water le thick,
cloody, mixed with eubetanoee like the white of an
«* or thread# like whit. silk, or tberels a morbid,
Tamar tf 19 Ysare» Growth Carad by
RADWAY** RE80LVENT.
PHIOE $1.00 PSH BOTTLE
DR. RADWAY’S
Perfect Furcitire aDi Regatiii Pi,
IvSaV/I fewSSLij n
information worth thouands will be eent yon.’ T*
si*
thing useful and faat-sallTnff, and all having
M5 A G.0LIN
HAPPY RKL1KF.
Don't despair I Band







C. N. U. wo. y ‘
 Tom for “Tax-Fayor."
TV tht RdUor of Uu Mand (Xty -V«w:
Daring the achool war excitement, a
uiranper who happened to sec a copy of
the Awm, made this remark : “ The local
paper ti generally a representation of the I
spirit of the town and it* inhabitant*; but i
your paper (the AfoiM), I hope Is ay excep- j
tion to this rule; for judging, from the
matter it contains, one would hUp|»ost*
that the whole community were at war
with each other." Of course we assured
the gentleman that this acbool-quarrel, was
merely the work of a few disaffected par-
ties, whom the people had thrown over
board, ami who were wasting their sub-
stance in purchasing |50 opinions, and in-
flicting columns of newspaper articles up-
on the readers of our home papers.
With thq collapse of the ridiculous farce
of attempting to re instate the poor inno-
cent* whose powers had been “usurped,’’
we hoped that 44 Othello’s occupation was
gone.’’ Alas! no such happy result has
taken place, for instead of beating his pen
into a prunlng-liook, another “irreat
wrong” is slezed upon by Mr. Tax-Payer,
as offering a means of consoling himself
for the defeat his party have suffered (for
we take It for granted that T. P. is an
“ Old-Boarder”), by attacking some of his
fellow-citizens in the least manly, and
honorable manner, viz.: by means of
newspaper articles, not daring to append
his i>wn name thereto, but hiding behind
Tax-Payer.”
Now let us glance for a moment at the
cause of T. P’s. great wrath. We will
state in advance that we are not connected
with the present city government, and
have never so entirely lost confidence in
the honesty of the gentlemen comprising
it, as to inveatigate their expenditures,
only by reading their proceedings in this
paper.
Mr. Growler says they “voted themselves
• $50 each for their services;” this is indeed
a grave charge. Fifty dollars! Why what
have these villainous aldermen done with
such an enormous amount of money?
What labor have they performed for said
salary? The men who have charge of the
affairs of a city-Aven such a small edition
of one as ours S— are generally chosen
from among its best|citizens, the leading
business or professional men. As a mat*
ter of course such persons from their ex-
perience, and reputation, aA better quali-
fied to superintend its government, than
some drunken loafer would be, who might
perhaps work for fifteen cents an hour.
Their time is valuable and they cannot
afford to waste more time than is absolute-
It necessary, upon such grateful? speci-
mens as T. P., whom, even if they were
angels, they could not please. They must
attend a meeting of the council each week
and in addition to this serve upon com-
mittees and perform all other work con-
nected with their office.
We hold that as there is not enough
honor belonging to the office to purchase
a box of matches, that our aldermen are
entitled to a fair salary, as at least a recog-
nition of their services. And what ‘per-
son, that lays aside all prejudices, will say
that $50 is an unreasonable amount!
Now for the next thing upon Growler’s
“Program” (note the gentleman’s evil
spell). He shows his ears when he harps
upon the pay of the teachers in our school.
We should suppose that, i(s it is well
known that the school was never in such
a prosperous condition, nor had such- a
fine corps of teachers, that he as a ‘‘Tax-
payer” should be well satisfied If such a
state of affairs could exist, and at the same
time save the people more than $2,000 each
year. As for his great interest, in the
welfare of the teachers, we think it fAiir
business to complain if their salaries are
not high enough. This sudden burst of
sympathy for the poor teachers, who are
receiving “ wages below their actual value”
(value of what? some persons may ask,
but we will have to refer them to the
learned Mr. T.-P. for an explanation)—
this sounds very appropriate coming as it
does from men who threatened to dis-
charge all of these same teachers, when
they came into power in October. Lastly,
he “goes for” one of our citizens in regard
to something entirely foreign to all the
wrongs, be has been dilating upon; and
cltarges that gentleman with the crime of
“furnishing brains” for the present ad-
ministration. This criminal offense— if
the chafge is true— reouires immediate at-






Variety and Jewelry Store!
J0SLIN& BREYMAN,
Hm on fund a eoMtinfly replfnhhed, ear*






Workman Jt Son at Holland, sell all kind* of theirKtuff. * 1
CARL ZEEB,
PROPHIKTOK.
A good article of LA(SKK BKRR and ALE on
iV hand at all time*.
All orders promptly attended to, and no
cartage charged for
DELIVERY,















-- M)m 0WJ toouaand three hundred and alxlv
Mortgage Sale.
Default hw b®WI made }n the payment of tb*
im of one h s t
N,r
ISUIHIB Ul Vnittvan
| page 515, of Liber l , of WortgMMjf ,
the 15th day Of November, A. 1). IffiO, at 10 o dock
i a. tn. which raid mortgage was duly assigned to R.
; Carlisle Burdick, h) Theodore p. Sheldon afore-
said by a deed of alignment dated the 17th day of
1 May A. D. IH71, and recorded in the office of the
i aforesaid Beglrter of Deed** on the Wrd day of
May A. 1). 1H71, on page .'KM of Liber R, ot mort-
gagee hi wild ofacc and was again assigned by R.
C. Burdick to Henry Breen and John McKIhbin of
TY1 ___ -I-rfc TV/r: 1 1 I McOeorte of the city of Holland. Ottawa County,
Planing Mill, 1w / I gin, and recorded In the office of the Register of
I Deeds of Ottaw  County. Huu- of Michigan on
IB MOW READY FOB BUSINESS. | ,mKW 515i of yber l, of Mortgages In said office on
In re-building we have purchased entire
new
Machinery,
0)' lM Mont Approval Pattern*;
And we are confident wt can satisfy all who
want
Planing,
i 1 • I Notice Is hereby given, that in pursuance of aW| i power of sale contained In said mortgage and of the
111 II &»a statute In such case made and provided, the lands
^ ^ ' and premises described In said mortgage, via: All
Or Re-Sawing Done.
turd ces
K&Jamaeoo, Kalamazoo County, Slate of Michigan
by a deed of assignment dated the Mb day of De-
cember A. D. 1871. and duly recorded in the Of-
fice of the afori*said Register of Deeds on the Ikth
day of December, A. D. 1873 at 8 o'clock a. m. on
page 592 of Liber R, of Mortgages. In said office,
and no suit or proceedings baring been instituted
i either at law or in equity to recover the amonnt
| now due on said mortgage or any part thereof,
therefore.
WE HATE A BTEAM
Solid Silver,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In
BOOTS, SBOEp,
SVBBEBS, ETC.





wishes to purchase PAINTS, OILS. VARNISH,
BRUSHES, GLASS, etc., to call and examine my
stock. The
Holland City White Lead
is not surpassed. It ts warranted superior to any
White Lead in this market, and is sold at mucl
less price. My stock Is purchased In large quanti-
ties of first hands, saving all jobbers' profits, and I
can therefore afford to sell below my iielghliors.
Rmemhn—lam not to U uwtermAd by on* Houm
in thi Matt of Michigan. Call and see.
HEBER WALSH,




Call ou us and you may b« suit th* apptar&nce,
prices and quality of our Goods will suit jron. We are
ready to repair,
WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,
In a Thoroughly Satisfactory ManmT.
Hardware Store!
-:o:-
E. VAN DER VEEN,
Gratefully acknowledging the liberal patro-
nage of bis many friends and customers
in the past, resDcctflilly Invites





I hope to see all my old friends and manv new
ones to wamlne my goods, so well .
•elected for the trade.
DRY KILN,
of those certain parcels of land which are situated
I In the city of Holland. Ottawa County, Btate of
i Michigan and described as follows: Lot number
| Three (3) In Block number nine (II) and a part of
Lot number two (2) in Block number nine (9)' lid
AND THE
SPECIALITY.
bounded as follows vlr: North hy a line para
with the north line of lol number three aforesaid,
and forty feet north from It, east by the east
Hue of said lot, numbered two, south by the south
Hue of said lot, and west by Black Lake. Also Lots
ns uitvivn av / rntwit l tkree and four in Block numbered Tea. AH InIn l) 111 I Pi U Ur L CM nt It Kftjj city of Holland, according to the recorded
WE SHALL HAKE A j map thereof, or so much thereof, as shaU be nec-
essary to satisfy the amount due on said mortgage
with the Interest and the eosts aud expenses of
sale allowed by law, and an attorney fee of twenty
five dollars as in said mortgage provided, will be
sold at the front door of the Court House In the
City of Grand Haven (that being the place of hold-
ing the Circuit Court of the County ol Ottawa) at
public auction or vendue to the highest bidder, on
the Iflth dajtof March A. D. 1874, at one o’clock




11. D. Post, Atty. for Assignees.
We will receive Lumber of all kinds forD I JSTG
DOOMS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
ootlse.




MILL FEED, CORN, &c.
All orders promptly attended to.
AUKNT fOB
U.S.Ex. Co.& SI. L. S. R. R.
Office at M. L. S. R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND, MICH.
We Lave on kaai a Full Aiiortaent of the Bfit
COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING 8TOVK8.










And many other things too numerous to men-
tion.
UPAIBIN3 » JOBBING SOHI AT 8SCST KOTICI.
K. VanDerY’ken.
S. E. cor. 8tb A River Hts. 1- |
NOW THAT THE
Credit MoMlier !
s w,i h dl:e
Is deposed of'
P. & A. STEKETEE
Desire to inform their manr friends and rus*






Boots a Shoes, %
Etc., Etc.
— In the —
Brick Store,
E. J. HARRINGTON,
Where may be fnood at all lime*, at
Wholesale or Retail !




Jutt Published, in a Staled Envelope. Price $ir cent*.
A LncTt-R* on thi Nati hi. Tkiathint asp
Radical cure of Seminal Weakness, or Sperma-
I torrhoea. induced hy Self-Abuse, Involuntary
Emissions, Impotcr.cy, Nervous Debility, and Im-
pediments to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsy, aud Fits: Mental and Physical Inca-
pacity, Ac.- By HUBERT J.CULVKRWELL M.
i D., Author of the “Green Book,” Ac.
1 The world-renowned author, in this admirable
1 Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may
j be eflectually removed without medlciues, and
without dangerou* surgical operations, bougies,
i Instruments, rings or cordials, pointing out a
I mode of cure at once certain and efleclual by
! w hich every sufferer, do matter what his condition
may he. may cure himself cheaply, privately and
i radically.
%9f~ This Uclrrrt uMl prove a boon to thousand*.
Hent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, on receipt of six cents, or tvwo postage
SH
he had reserved enough of them for hia
own use, to defend himself against all
“ quill drivers”. Although it may be use-
Jess, yet we would respectfully suggest to
“ our financier”, that he donate to “ Tax-
Payer”, and other “sufferers” of his kind,
sufficient “ brains” for them to see how ri-
.diculous they are making themselves ap-
pear, in their attempts at fomenting quar-
rels and obtaining notoriety, through
the columns of our city papers.
That genial old philosopher Joshua Bil-
lings gives us this: “ I have noticed that
people who are always telling what they
would have done had they been there,
never get there”. To the above mentioned
•class of people, Tax payer belongs, and we
.would advise him, that until he can att
there and do better, to employ his pen for
the purpose of uniting our community, in
atead of resurrecting the charter and other
dead issues to quarrel over. Aa the gen
tlemao did not append his name to his
. feel under
w<Jui.'’
^nighty document, we do not
#njroWifat|on M' b’ll
Heady Again!
AT THE STORK OF
H. MEENGS,







May l>e found at all times.
VEGETABLES,
In their seasons, at low est prices
Ckuh Paid for Rutter, Egg* A VegUnbla,






Default having been made In the condition* of
payment of n certain Indenture of Mortgage, bear-
lug date the Jtthdayof March. A. D. jfr#, made
ana executed by John C. Cottrell aud Rhoda Cot-
trell hia wife, of Plalnwell, Michigan, parties of wm othfr remedy, ilxty Capeulea «ly
the first part, aud Albert H. Campbell aud William
0. Carrier of the aame place, parties of the second
part, and recorded in the office of the Register of
Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa, aud Btalo
or Michigan, on the *2d day of March. A. I). 1859.
in Liber K of Mortgages, on page 572. and after-
stamps.
Address the Publishers.
Chas, J. C. Kline & Co.,
127 BOWERY. NEW YORK. Post Office Box 4, W..
J)IYS1C!AN8 AND SBU001STB.
Apromincat New York physician lately com-
plained to IM'Xdas Dick about bis Han pal woon
OilCapsvlm, stating that sometimes they cur-
ed miraculously, but that a patient of hia had ta-
ken them ftr some thne without effect. On be-
ing (formed that several imltatons were made
ami sold, he inquired and found that his patient
had been taking capsules sold In bottles and hot
Dl'NDAH DICK AC0 8.
What happened to this physician may have hap
pened to others, and Dl'NDAH Dl( K & C O.
take this method of protecting physicians, drug-
gists and themselves, and preveuting On. or San-
uai.wooh from coming Into disrepute.
PHYSICIANS who once preserine the Capuslea
will :uti&u8 tc de *o, for 'bey contain the pan oil
in the belt ill ckupait lorm.
DUNDA8 DICK A CO. nsemoreOtLorHAKPAi.-
woop in the manufacture of their Capsules than
all Wholesale and Retail Druggists and perfumers
in the United States combined, and this Is the sole
reason whv the pun oil is sold ckcapir in theirCap
I ulea than In any othei form.
OIL OF SANDALWOOD is fast superseding
..... N'-




wards assigned hy the said Albert II Campbell
and William C. Carrier, by deed of assignment to
John C. Bassett, Charles R. Bates and John H.
suit be bad.
Dick’s Horr Capsulbs solve the problem long
consldeed hy many eminent physicians, for
how to avoid the nausea aud disgust experiened in
swallowing, which an- well known to detract
from, if not destroy, the good effects of many
valuable remedies.
Bates of Kalamazoo, for a valuable consideration,
which said assignment was recorded in the office
of the Register of Deeds In and for the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan, on the 9th day of
December, A. D. 1859, in Liber R of Mortgage*, ou
page 188, and again assigned by John n. Bates,
one of the surviving co-partnere of the late firm ol
Bassett, Bates ana Bates, and William A. Wood
and John W. Hreeae, executors of the estate of
John C. Bassett, deceased, to Charles R. Bates the
other aud surviving partnerof said firm of Bassett,
Bates and Rates, and recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds In and for the County of Ottaw a
id State of Michigan, on the 12th duy 'of January,; ix n na  or
rtgages, on page 60B.
laimcd to he due and
BLACKSMITHING.
Soft Capsules are put up intin-fuil and neat box
:v li
scribed ny Physicians.
es, thirty in each, and arc the only capsules pre-
|&* Tfctia wen tke oily Captain aiated the Uit Ht-
ll apoiltnn.
Rend for circular to 35 Wooster Hlrcet, New
York.
BOLD AT ALL DIM 6T0U8.







Has re-opened his carriage and wagon man-
ufactory al his old stand on It I ver street, where he
may be found, ready at all time* to make any-
thing In the line of
Top or Open Buggies,
\] W(i
Sleighs, Trucks, Etc., Etc.
A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.
V
Warranted Seat-Springs of any shape or style.
I nse nothing bnt
mmm mm m
My Spoke* and Hub* are manufactured from
M Sjoitb Eaitm Tiak
All Work 'Warranted.
General Blacksralthlng done with neatness
aid dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
Thanking mv old customers for past favors,
1 solicit a call from them, aud as many new ones
as want anything In my line. J. FuriAi.
1 -Ifc
A. D. 1874, in Liber R of Mort,
And whereas there Is now cl,
unpaid on said Mortgage the sum of six hundred
ana eighty-four dollars and sixty cents ($51+1.190
and no luft either in law or In equity having been
commenced to recover the same or any part thereof,
Therefore: Notice l* hereby piten that ten Mot, day. the
Isf day qf June, A. 1). 18.1, ut one o’clock In the
afternoon of said day, at the front door ot the
Court House, in the City of Grand Haven, In said h.. f(,r fhl, twelve vears been he
Mortjtw., Of to much thffleof m m.y b. woew-.t} j! H,
« tnsX'K z'il  $£ S::Sv£™.\rirS
CflfreKOdnliar*UCft* V f °r In Minerals or Poisons. Having Prescribed for over
rn nr! i n M L iH eighteen th( usand patients within the past len
P7cd 0 ; »**»*"• |
^P.con.^,yo.,tjo,rrm kind, of
quarter aud West half of South East quarter of
section sixteen, in township live, north of range
sixteen West, which Is bounded hy a line running
from a certain stake on the shore of Lake Michi-
gan twenty-three chains and fifty-six links North
from the South lino of said section : running thence
Bast, parallel with said South line to the East line of
the tract first described; running thence North
along said East line far enough to Include forty
acres of land; thence West parallel with the Souih
line to Lake Michigan; thence South along the
shore of Lake Michigan, to the place of beglnlng;
containing forty acres of land; also the West one-
half (H) of the following described land: bounded
hy a line commencing at a point where Ihe South
line of section sixteen In township five, North of
range sixteen West, intersects Lake Michigan.
East, variation four degrees, thirty minutes.thlrty-
four chains, to a stake twenty chains East of the
South quarter post of said section sixteen, North
(variation fou/degrees. twenty-five minutes East,
twenty-three chains A fifty-three links to a certain
stake West) variation four degrees, thirty min-
utes. East, thirty-three chains and fifty links to
the water of Lake Michigan; thence South three
degrees West, variation four degrees, twenty-five
minutes East, .twenty-three chains and forty-six
links to the place of beginning, containing eighty
acres of land: It being the Intention of the parties
of the first part, to convey forty (40) acres ol land
of the last fl ....... *
the most choice Roots, Bark and Herbs, and over
100 kinds of his own manufacture of medicines.
He Is to be found at his office at all boors- day
or night.
Among the leading articles of medicine manu
factored by him are his Liver Sybups, Union
Syrups, and Female Restoratives; ail of which
give universal satisfaction. (’*11 and counsel
with a doctor who will promise you nothing but
what he will faithfully perform, and will correct-
ly locate your dlseasc’and give yon a correct dlag
nosls of your cases without asking yon Scarcely
a question. Liver complaints treated for fifty
cents per week, and other diseases in proportion.
Connell at the office free.
Liver Complaint treated for fifty cents per week
and other diseases In proportion. Counsel at the
office free. Medicine sent by express all parts of tho
United States. . *5-1.
To Consumptives.
The advertiser, having been permanently cured
of that dread disease. Consumption, bv a simple
remedy, Is desirous to make know n to his fellow
sufferers the means of cure. To nil wire desire It,
.... .......... , .... v .... ..... . he will send a copy of the prescription used, (free
escription; oil lying and being in the , of charge), w ith the directions for preparing and
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan. 1 I using the sam , which they will find a sure (THM
Holland, Mich., Fehruarv 4, 1874. for eo»*vwmnir,- Astra, Bronchitis, Ac. Par-
(Jhablis K. Bate*. tics wishing the prescription will please address.
Assignee of Mortgagee.
Howard A M< Hiude. Atty s. for Assignee. 191 Penn St , Williamsburg, Now York.
